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SUMMARY OF HOW SB2 WORKS
Under SB2,

the

Town Meeting

Annual

consists of two (2

)

separate sessions.

The

first

session which

was February 6th

this

year

is

the

dehberative session. In addition to the usual exchange of
information and opinion which

is

the hallmark of the

Town

Meeting form of government, SB2 allows for amending the
budget and Warrant Articles which will be voted on by ballot
the second Tuesday in March. This year it will be March 9th.
Consequently, budget numbers

may be

increased or decreased;

and the language of each Warrant Article may be modified
(except Petition Articles).

The second session
officers, the

polls are

is

an

all

day ballot vote for municipal

Warrant Articles and Operating Budget. The

open from 8:00 a.m.

Those who take

the time to

until

come

7:00 p.m.

to the first session will

have

government because they will
the all day ballot vote. If you

the greatest say in Barrington's

determine what
really

want

to

is

voted on

be heard,

if

at

you

really

COVER BY
CLARK
BARRINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL
GRADE 7
JESSE

to be involved, SB2
\e got to participate.

want

provides for that opportunity, but you
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TOWN OFFICERS
COMMITTEES AND BOARDS
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
Musler- 271-3661

•

George

•

Janet Wall -271-3184
Marlene DeChane - 271-3565

•

T.

STATE SENATOR
•

Carolyn McCarley

-

27 1 -2736

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
TERM EXPIRES
SELECTMEN
•

George T. Musler

1999

•

Carol Reilly

2000

•

Cathal O'Ceallaigh

2001

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR/TOWN ATTORNEY
•

John

F.

Dolan,

Appt.

Jr.

TAX COLLECTOR
•

Madelynn

•

Kathleen Morrissey

2000

Faist
-

Deputy Tax Collector

Appt.

TOWN CLERK
•

Sheila Marquette

•

Valerie Gillen

-

Deputy Town Clerk

2000
Appt.

TREASURER
•

Ronald

P.

Seaver

2000

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
•

Margie Harty

1999

•

Tim Rowell

2000

•

Richard O'Brien

1999

SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
•

Suzanne W. McNeil

2000

•

Nilda Janelle

2002

•

Andrea Rowell

2004

BUILDING INSPECTOR
•

Theodore Buczek

Appt.

CHIEF OF POLICE
•

Richard P.

Conway

Appt.

FIRE CHIEF
•

Russell Hayes

Appt.

DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF
•

Appt.

Russell Bassett

DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
•

George A. Calef

•

Richard Walker,

•

A. Harlan Calef

Appt.

•

Sumner Hayes

Appt.

Appt.
Jr.

Appt.

TOWN FORESTER
•

Theodore Buczek

Appt.

ROAD AGENT
•

Ronald D. Landry

Appt.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
•

John

F.

Dolan,

Jr.

Appt.

TOWN MODERATOR
•

Stanley Swier

•

John BaiT

-

1999

Assistant Moderator

Appt.

HEALTH OFFICER
•

Theodore Buczek

Appt.

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
999

•

Karyn Forbes, Chairman

•

2000

•

Maynard Heckel
Ray Desmarais
Dwight Haley

•

Richard Brooks, Alt.

2001

•

1

2001
2001

PLANNING BOARD
•

Jim Sunderland, Chairman

2001

•

Whitney Inzer

1999

•

Robert Stock

1999

•

Kenneth Miller

2000

•

David Pillsbury

2001

•

Peter

•

Ronald Landry,

•

Dawn

2000

Royce
Alt.

Hatch, Alt.

2001

1999

ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
•

Frank Fellows, Chairman

2000

•

Cathal O'Ceallaigh

2001

•

Richard O'Brien

•

Richard Minesinger

1999

•

Ray Foss

2001

•

James Andersen

2001

1999

CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
•

Frank Fellows

1999

•

Ronald D. Landry

2000

•

Al Greenwood

2001

RECREATION DIRECTOR
•

Randy Spartachino

CONSERVATION COMMISSION

Appt.

TOWN OF BARRINGTON
HOURS AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS
SELECTMEN
Cathal O'Ceallaigh

664-9506

George Musler

664-2877

Carol Reilly

942-5568

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
John

F.

Dolan,

Jr.,

Ex.

Admin./Town Attorney

Jeanne Caforio, Bookkeeper/Supervisor

Margie Harty, Secretary

Penny Smith, Secretary
Suzanne McNeil, Secretary/Assessing Clerk

SELECTMEN'S OFFICE HOURS
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.

664-9007

8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Friday

Fax Number 664-5179

TOWN CLERK
Sheila Marquette

664-5476

HOURS
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Mon. Tues. Thurs.

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Wednesday
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Friday

TAX COLLECTOR
Madelynn

Faist

HOURS
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Mon. Tues. Thurs.
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Wednesday

Closed Friday

664-2230

1

BUILDING INSPECTOR
664-5798

Ted Buczek

HOURS
8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.

Friday

-

By Appointment Only

ROAD AGENT
664-5379

Ronald D. Landry

PLANNING OFFICE
Dawn

664-5798

Hatch

HOURS
8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.

LIBRARY
Amy Richards

664-9715

HOURS
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Mon. Tues. Thurs.
12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Wednesday
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Fri. Sat.

Closed Sunday

EMERGENCIES

(POLICE. FIRE

OR AMBULANCE)

9-1-1

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Richard Conway

664-7679

N.H. State Pohce

1-800-525-5555

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
664-2287

Steve Millette

FIRE

DEPARTMENT

Chief Russell Hayes

664-224

10

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Russell Bassett

TOWN OF BARRINGTON
Annual

The

who

Inhabitants of the

are qualified to \ote in

Town

town

Town

Meeting,

First

Session

of Bamngton, in the Count> of Strafford, State of

affairs,

met

to transact all

New

Hampshire,

business other ilian voting by official ballot at

Aimual Town Meeting now operating under the Official Ballot Law form of
The meeting was held on Saturday. February 7, 1998 at 9 00 AM at the Elementary School on
The business of the day consisted of explanations, discussion, and debate of
Bamngton
Route 125 in
the First Session of the

meeting.

Warrant
article Warrant articles could be amended, subject to the following limitations
whose wording is prescnbed by law shall not be amended and warrant articles that are amended
be placed on the official ballot as amended for final vote at the second session.

each warrant
articles

shall

The second session of the annual meeting, to vote by official ballot on all warrant articles shall be
March 10, 1998 at the Bamngton Elementary School on Route 125 in Bamngton. The

held on Tuesday,
polls shall be

open from 8:00

AM to 7 00 PM

After reading his rules of order, the Moderator opened for discussion the following articles:

Article

To choose

1.

ail

Town Officers by ballot and majority vote,
One Selectman for three years.
One Cemetery Commissioner for three years.
One Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years.

necessar>

Two

Library Trustees for three years.

One Supervisor
The Moderator declared

that this article

At the second session of the

including:

of the Checklist for six years.

must appear on the

Town Meenng,

ballot as

wntten

the results of this Article were as follows

Calhal O'Ceallaigh, Selectman for Three Years
Alfred Greenwood, Cemetery Commissioner for Three Years

Robert Drew. Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years

William Florence and

Mane Hams.

Library- Trustees for

Andrea Rowell. Supervisor of the Checklist
Robert Drew,

who was

2.

To

Three Years

Years

elected as a wnte-in candidate, declined the posiuon of Trustee of Trust

Richard O'Brien accepted an appointment

Article

for Si.x

see

if

the

Town

to this position until the next

will vote to raise

Funds

Town Meeting

and appropriate the sum of 5800,000.00 (gross

budget) for the construction and original equipping of a new Police/Fire/Emergency Medical
Services Building; not more than 5750,000.00 of each sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds
in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act. RSA 33:1, as amended, with the
balance of SSO.OttO.OO to come from the Emergency Services Building Capital Reserve Fund (the
Selectmen are agents to expend this fund) previously established; to authorize the Selectmen to

or notes under and

apply for, obtain and accept federal, state and other aid,

if

any, which

may

be available for said

comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue
negotiate and sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and
the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the Selectmen to take any other action or to
pass any other vote relative thereto. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. The .•\dvisory
Budget Committee recommends this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required)
project and to

After

much

discussion, the Moderator declared that Article 2 shall appear on the ballot substantially as

wntten.

At the Second Session. Article 2

YES: 707

FAILED

to

meet the 2/3

NO: 396

13

ballot vote as required.

Article 3. Shall the provisions for voting by official ballot on all issues before the Town of
RSA 40:13 be limited to the elections of officers and certain other questions?

Barrington under

(Submitted by petition. 3/5ths vote by ballot required)

There were many protestations that the wording was not very clear and could easily be misinterpreted by
the voters. The Moderator explained that this language was determined by the State Legislature and could
not be amended in any way. The Moderator declared that the article should appear on the ballot as
written.

He

then called for a ten minute break.

At the Second Session,
Article

4.

To

see

if

the

Town

NO: 598

YES: 457

FAILED.

this Article

one

will vote to elect

member

of the Advisory

Budget

Committee for a three year term.
Frank Fellows moved

Nommee C

to delete the

words "one member" and

to

msert Jim Anderson's

name

as the

O'Ceallaigh seconded

The Moderator declared

that the Article

At the Second Session

would appear on

this Article

the ballot as

amended

NO: 204

YES: 776

PASSED.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 545,000.00
Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established and to

Article 5.

added

to the

designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s) to expend the funds in this capital reserve fund.
Selectmen and the Advisory Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

MOTION:

G.

The Moderator declared

MUSLER

SECOND:

that this Article shall

At the Second Session this Article

to be

The

O'CEALLAIGH

C.

appear on the ballot substantially as wntten

PASSED.

NO: 379

YES: 681

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 525,000.00 to be
Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously established and to designate the Board of
in this capital reserve fund. The Selectmen and Advisory
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article 6.

added

to the Fire

Selectmen as agent(s) to expend the funds

MOTION:

G.

The Moderator declared
At the Second
Article
to

7.

To

MUSLER

SECOND:

that Article 6 shall appear

Session, Article 6

see

if

the

Town

on the

PASSED.

C.

ballot substantially as

YES: 789

will vote to raise

O'CEALLAIGH
wntten

NO: 279

and appropriate the sum of 520,000.00

be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously established and to designate the

Board

of Selectmen as agent(s) to expend the funds in this capital reserve fund.

the Advisory budget

MOTION:

Committee recommend
C.

The Moderator declared

The Selectmen and

this appropriation.

O'CEALLAIGH

SECOND:

that Article 7 shall appear

C.

REILLY

on the ballot substantially as wntten

14

At the Second Session, Article 7

PASSED.

NO: 316

YES: 749

Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 565,000.00 to be
added to the Town Dump Closure Capital Resene Fund previously established and to designate the
Board of Selectmen as agent(s) to expend the funds in this capital reser^e fund. The Selectmen and
Advison- Budget Committee recommend this appropriation

SECOND:

.MOTION: G. .MUSLER

C.

O'CEALLAIGH

After discussion, the Moderator declared that Anicle 8 shaJl appear on the ballot subslanlially as wniten

At the Second Session. Arucle 8

A person

in the

discussion and

audience moved

to

PASSED.

answenng of questions,

NO: 494

YES: 547
This was seconded by

re-open Article 7

K

Grant.

the Moderator called for a vote on the motion.

After some
The motion was

defeated

9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of S 10,000.00 to be
Lagoon Closure Capital Reser\e fund previously established. The Selectmen and the
Advisory Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

Article

added

to the

MOTION:
B Sorensen asked

C.

O'CEALLAIGH

SECOND:

G.

MUSLER

was possible to amend the article to state that any revenue generated at the lagoon
Lagoon Closure Capital Reserve fund Mr Dolan explained that this
trust fund and that there had been no warning that this would happen
The Moderator stated that this amendment would substantially change the language of the warrant arucle.
and this is not allowed without a prepnnted warning.
if

it

be earmarked specifically for the

would be creating an expendable

The Moderator declared

At the Second Session. Article 9

.Article 10.

appear on the ballot substantially as wntten

that Article 9 shall

Shall the

Town

PASSED.

YES: 555

NO: 465

of Barrington raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not

including appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted

with the warrant or as

amended by

vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,

totaling 52,047,592.00? Should this article be defeated

which

is

the

same

Barrington or by law or the governing body
40:13,

X

,

the operating budget shall be 51.940,290.00.

as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the

may

Town

hold one special meeting in accordance with

of

RSA

and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.

MOTION:

C.

SECOND: AUDIENCE

REILLY

After discussion, the .Moderator declared that Anicie 10 shall appear on the ballot substantially as wntten

At the Second Session. Article 10

PASSED.

recommend

NO: 439

1 1.
To see if the tow n will vote to rai.se and appropriate the sum of 51000.00 as a
AIDS Response of the Seacoast. The Selectmen and Advisory^ Budget Committee do not

Article

donation to

YES: 605

this.

15

M

Sorensen made a motion that the amount in this article be changed to $0.00, as he felt that chantable
contnbutions should be a decision of the heart and that passing this might lead to an endless list of
chantable contnbutions on the warrant. This was seconded by K Grant.

A

vote

was taken, and the amendment

to this article

At the Second Session, Article

To

Article 12.

see

if

the

11

Town

PASSED.

PASSED.

NO: 387

YES: 573

will authorize the

Selectmen to dispose of those items

designated as surplus.

MOTION:

G.

The Moderator declared

MUSLER

SECOND:

that this article shall appear

At the Second Session. Article 12

To

Article 13.

Town

RSA

gifts,

see

if

the

Town

and devises made

legacies

O'CEALLAIGH

on the ballot substantially as wntten.

PASSED.

NO: 237

YES: 805

authorize the Selectmen to accept on behalf of the

will vote to

to the

C.

Town

in trust

for any public purpose, as permitted by

31:19.

MOTION:

C.

The Moderator declared

At the Second Session, Article 13

Article 14.

honorable

To transact any other

commumty

Claremont

on the

PASSED.

G.

MUSLER

ballot substanually as wntten.

NO:

YES: 904

business that

may

legally

come before

146
said meeting of the

Town Government.

Discussion ensued concerning

message,

SECOND:

O'CEALLAIGH
that this article shall appear

sign.

commumcation

efforts

with townspeople,

Also the people were asked

to

i.e.,

web-site,

answenng machine

contact their legislators concerning the

issue.

Seeing no further comments, the Moderator declared that Article 14 as

it

appears on the ballot

at

approximately

is

meaningless

The Moderator called

for a

motion

to adjourn.

The meeung adjourned

16

12:

10PM.

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To

the inhabitants

New

State of

of the

Town

of Bairington,

Hampshire, quahfied

to vote

in the
in

County of

Town

aftairs:

Strafford,

You

are

hereby notified of the annual meeting.

The

first

session for the transaction of

official ballot shall

A.M.

at the

all

business other than voting by

be held Saturday, the 6th day of February, 1999

Elementary School on Route 125

in Barrington.

at

9:00

The

first

session shall consist of explanation, discussion, and debate of each warrant
article.

Warrant

articles

may

be amended, subject to the

following

limitations:

(a)

Warrant

articles

whose wording

is

prescribed by law shall not

be amended.
(b)
otTicial

Warrant

articles

ballot for final vote

that

are

amended

on the main motion,

shall

as

be placed on the

amended.

The second session of the annual meeting, to vote on questions required by
law to be inserted on said official ballot, and to vote on all warrant articles
from the first session on official ballot shall be held Tuesday, March 9,
1999 at the Barrington Elementary School on Route 125 in Barrington.
The polls shall be open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

17

Articles

Article

1.

To choose

all

necessary

Town

Officers

by

ballot

and majority

vote, including:

One Selectman for three years.
One Cemetery Commissioner for three years.
One Trustee of Trust Funds for three years.
One Trustee of Trust Funds for two years.

Two

Library Trustees for three years.

One Moderator

Article

for

two years.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.
sections 302.02, 303.02, and 304.01 to make it clear that the
2.

existing Barrington

Amend

Planning Board can not allow certain uses that are
as prohibited in the General District,
District

by removing language

Highway

that has

listed in the

District

been interpreted

ordinance

and Industrial
to

allow such

prohibited uses.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.
Simply reverse the order of sections 302.03/302.04, and 303.03/303.04 so
that the section that addresses "Prohibited Uses" is placed before the

Article 3.

existing Barrington

section that addresses

"Mixed Uses"

to further clarify that certain uses

really are prohibited in the General District

and Highway

Article 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of

District.

Amendment No.

3 to the

Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.
Amend the sections that address "Mixed Uses" in the General District and
Highway District to require that any lot which is proposed to be developed
existing Barrington

18

for a

mixed non-residential and

minimum

lot size,

residential use

ordinance for conforming

lots.

as 302.04 and 303.04 if zoning

fully

conform

to the

( The sections affected will be renumbered
amendment No. 2 is adopted.)

Article 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of
existing Barrington

must

setbacks, and other dimensional requirements of the

Zoning Ordinance

Amendment No.

as proposed

4 to the

by the Planning Board.

Correct the heading of section 404.00 of the ordinance so that

it

refers to

the special setback requirement of the Route 125 Overlay Zone, instead

the incorrect reference to a special /ro^ragg requirement.
the existing language of the section as 404.01 and

sections after

404.02
belt

-

50

add the following two

it:

GREEN BELT.

feet

of

Also, designate

wide

shall

This

new

section requires that a vegetated green

be maintained from the edge of Route 125

in

which

no development or paving shall occur, except as necessary to provide
access or signage. Lots of record as of March 9, 1999 are exempt from
this buffer requirement to the extent that compliance is not possible.
404.03

-

industrial

AND

COMMERCIAL

DEVELOPMENT.

This

new

LIGHT

INDUSTRIAL

section allows only commercial and light

development within 300 feet of the edge of Route 125, and
must be specifically allowed under other

requires that any such use

sections of the ordinance.

Article

6.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.

existing Barrington

Change
to

section 703.02 of the ordinance so that the certified plan required

be submitted before building on a

show

the

location of

all

lot

structures

of one acre or less no longer has

on

all

lots

to

abutting the lot to be

developed.
in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board.
Change the definition of the "Route 125 Overlay Zone" in section

Article

7.

Are you

existing Barrington
1.

19

901.09 of the ordinance

make

to

it

clear that corridor protection along

Route 125 involves more than a single setback requirement.
Delete the definition of "industrial uses" in section 901.07 so that

2.

may be allowed by the Planning
Board where otherwise permitted under the ordinance.
industrial uses not within that definition

Article

the

Shall

8.

Town

$800,000.00 (gross budget)
a

new Police/Fire/Emergency Medical

$750,000.00 of such sum

to

sum of
of

vote to raise and appropriate the

for the construction

and original equipping

more than

Services building; not

be raised through the issuance of bonds or

notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act,

RSA

33:1

amended, with the balance of $50,000.00 to come from the
Emergency Services Building Capital Reserve Fund (the Selectmen are

et seq. . as

agents to

expend

Selectmen

to

fund) previously

this

apply

for,

established;

to

authorize

the

obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any,

which may be available

for said project

and

to

comply with

all

laws

applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate,
sell

and deliver said bonds and notes and

to

determine the rate of interest

thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the

Selectmen

to take

any other action or

The Selectmen recommend
Budget Committee recommends this
thereto.

to pass

any other vote

this appropriation.

appropriation.

relative

The Advisory

(2/3

ballot

vote

required).*

This appropriation

*Note:

operating budget

Article

9.

To

in addition to

is

Warrant Article #20, the

article.

see if the

Town

Advisory Budget Committee

will vote to elect

two members

for a three year term.

to the

(Majority Vote

Required).

Article 10.
burial

To

memorial

veterans

who

see if the
site

served in

Town

will vote to allow the

placement of a non-

would represent all honorably discharged
the armed forces of the United States of America.

that

20

A

This memorial

site

would include two

flag poles, a dedication plaque or

wooden bench, suitable shrubbery, and a crushed
stone or suitable walkway leading from the edge of the property to the flag
poles. The monument would be placed at a certain tract of land in the
monument,

a stone or

to the fence

town cemetery running adjacent

behind the Historical Society

in a direction for 24' bordering the existing

roadway.

(Majority Vote

Required)

"To

11.

Article

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate a sum'

$20,000 of the 1999 revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79(land use change tax or property taken out of current use) to be placed in
the Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III as authorized
of up

by

to

RSA

revenues

79- A: 25

II

authorization

is

and

rescinded.

of such land use change tax

Fund each year

thereafter,

until

this

(Majority Vote Required)*

This appropriation

Note:

20%

to deposit

Conservation

the

in

is

in

addition to Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Article 12.

Fund under
existing

Shall the

Town

the provisions of
facilities

library

vote to establish a Library Capital Reserve

RSA

35:1 for the purpose of upgrading the

including,

without

limitation,

architectural,

engineering and contractor services and equipping the expanded library
facilities for usage and to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Library Trustees as agents to

expend. The Selectmen and the Advisory Budget Committee
this appropriation.

*Note This appropriation
operating budget

Article 13.

is

in

addition to Warrant Article #20,

the

article.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to discontinue the Public

Recreation Capital Reserve Fund and to allow
fund.

recommend

(Majority Vote Required)*

The Selectmen and

this appropriation.

it

the Advisory Budget

(Majority Vote Required)*
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to lapse into the general

Committee recommend

Article

14.

To

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

of $41,300.00 for the purpose of improvements

and

Selectmen

Budget

Advisory

the

to the

Committee

sum

Town Gym. The
recommend

this

appropriation. (Majority Vote Required)*

Note:

This appropriation

is

in addition to

Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Article

15.

Shall

Town

the

sum of

vote raise and appropriate the

$45,000.00 to be added to the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as
agent(s) to

expend the funds

The Selectmen

in this capital reserve fund.

and the Advisory Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority Vote Required).*

*Note:

This appropriation

is

in addition to

Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Town

Shall the

Article 16.

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of

Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously
established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s) to expend
the funds in this capital reserve fund. The Selectmen and the Advisory
$25,000.00

to

be added

to the Fire

Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority

Vote

Required).*

*Note:

This appropriation

is

in addition to

Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Article 17.

$20,000.00

Shall the
to

be

Town

added

to

vote to raise and appropriate the
the

Ambulance

Capital

sum of
Fund

Reserve

previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s)
to

expend the funds

in this capital reserve fund.

Advisory Budget Committee recommend

Vote Required).*
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The Selectmen and the

this appropriation.

(Majority

*Note:

This appropriation

in addition to

is

Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Article 18.

Shall the

$85,000 to be added

Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Town Dump Closure Capital Reserve Fund

to the

previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s)

expend the funds in this capital reserve fund. The Selectmen and the
Advisory Budget Committee recommends this appropriation. (Majority'
to

Vote Required)*
Note:

This appropriation

operating budget

Article 19.

in

is

addition to Warrant Article #20, the

article.

Shall the

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of

510,000.00 to be added to the Lagoon Closure Capital Reserve Fund
The Selectmen and the Advisory Budget
previously established.

Committee recommend
*Note:

this appropriation.

This appropriation

is

in

(Majority Vote Required).*

addition to Warrant Article #20, the

operating budget article.

Article 20.

Shall the

Town

of Barrington raise and appropriate as an

operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended
by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling
$2,179,934? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$2,110,810 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Town of Barrington or by law or the

governing body
40:13,

may

hold one special meeting, in accordance with

RSA

X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.

Article 21. Shall

we

adopt the August

as the date for filing for an elderly

(Majority Vote Required).
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1

prior to the setting of the tax rate

exemption from the property tax?

Article 22.

Shall the

Town

authorize the Selectmen to dispose of those

items designated as surplus. (Majority Vote Required).

Article 23. Shall the

behalf of the
for

Town

Town

vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept on

and devises made

gifts, legacies

any public purpose, as permitted by

RSA

to the

Town

in trust

This authority shall

31:19.

continue until rescinded by a vote of the town meeting.

(Majority Vote

Required).

Article 24.
said

To

may legally come before
Town Government. (Majority Vote

transact any other business that

meeting of the honorable

Required).

Given under our hands, the 18th day of January, 1999.

Selectmen of Harrington

George T. Musler

-ol

O

A. Reiliy

Chuck O'Ceallaigh

A TRUE COPY OF WARRANT ATTEST
-

Please notify the Selectmen's Office
this

meeting

if the

at least five (5)

meeting must be modified
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for

business days prior to

your participation.

Ballot Questions

As A Result Of

The Deliherative Session
Article

8.

the

Shall

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of

$800,000.00 (gross budget) for the construction and original equipping of
a new Police/Fire/Emergency Medical Services building; not more than
$750,000.00 of such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or
notes under and in compliance vv'ith the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1
as amended, with the balance of $50,000.00 to come from the
et seq.
.

Capital Reserve

Emergency Services Building

Fund

(the

Selectmen are

agents to expend this fund) previously established; to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any,

which may be available

for said project

and

to

comply with

all

laws

applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate,
sell

and deliver said bonds and notes and

to

determine the rate of interest

thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the
Selectmen to take any other action or to pass any other vote relative

The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. The Advisory
(2/3 ballot vote
Budget Committee recommends this appropriation.
thereto.

required).*

*Note:

budget
Article

This appropriation

is

in addition to Article #20, the operating

article.

9.

the

Shall

Budget Committee

Town

vote to elect two

for a three year

term

-

members

to the

Advisory

Richard Minesinger, Richard

O'Brien or Peter Royce. (Majority Vote Required).
Article 10.

Shall the

American Legion
all

Town

vote to allow the Barrington Chapter of the

to place a non-burial

honorably discharged veterans

United States of America.
poles,

who

memorial

This memorial

a dedication plaque or

site that

monument,

site

would include two

flag

wooden bench,
walkway leading from

a stone or

suitable shrubbery, and a crushed stone or suitable
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would represent

served in the armed forces of the

)

The monument would be placed
town cemetery running adjacent to the fence

the edge of the property to the flag poles.
at

a certain tract of land in the

behind the Historical Society in an easterly direction for 150

feet

and in a

southerly direction for 24 feet bordering existing roadway. (Majority Vote

Required
Article 11.

"Shall the

Town

vote to raise and appropriate a

$20,000 of the 1999 revenues collected pursuant

to

change tax or property taken out of current use)

RSA

Conservation Fund in accordance with

RSA

79-A:25

II

and

in the Conservation

50%

to deposit

RSA
III

to

(land use

be placed

to

3 6- A: 5

sum of up

79-A

in the

as authorized

by

of such land use change tax revenues

Fund each year

thereafter, until this authorization is

rescinded. (Majority Vote Required)*

Note:
budget

This appropriation

in addition to Article

is

#20, the operating

article.

Article 12.

Fund under
existing

Shall the

Town

vote to establish a Library Capital Reserve

the provisions of

library

facilities

RSA

35:1 for the purpose of upgrading the

including,

without

limitation,

architectural,

engineering and contractor services and equipping the expanded library
facilities for

usage and

to raise

and appropriate the sum of $30,000

to

be

placed in this fund and to designate the Library Trustees as agents to

expend. The Selectmen and the Advisory Budget Committee
this appropriation.

*Note:

budget

recommend

(Majority Vote Required)*

This appropriation

is

in addition to Article #20, the operating

article.

Article 13.

Shall the

Capital Reserve

Town

Fund and

to

vote to discontinue the Public Recreation

allow

it

to lapse into the general fund.

Currently, this fund has a balance of approximately $24,602. This

can be thought of as offsetting part of the amount

upon Article 14 passing.
Advisory Budget Committee recommend this
article is contingent
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in Article 14.

amount
This

The Selectmen and the
article.
(Majority Vote

Required)

Article 14.

Shall the

$41,300.00

for the

Town

which can be thought of
general fund

Budget

to the

sum of

Town Gym,

part

of

by the money that will go into the
passed. The Selectmen and the Advisory

as offset

13

if Article

Committee

vote to raise and appropriate the

purpose of improvements

is

recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority

Vote

Required)*

*Note:

This appropriation

budget

article.

Article

15.

$45,000.00

Town

Shall the

to

be added

Fund previously

in

is

to the

addition to Article #20, the operating

vote to

raise

and appropriate the sum of

Highway Heavy Equipment

Capital Reserve

established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as

The Selectmen

agent(s) to expend the funds in this capital reserve fund.

and the Advisoiy Budget Committee recommend

appropriation.

this

(Majority Vote Required).*

*Note:

budget
Article

This appropriation

is

in addition to Article

#20, the operating

article.

Shall the

16.

$25,000.00

to

be added

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the

to the Fire

sum of

Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously

established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s) to expend
the funds in this capital reserve fund.

Budget

Committee recommend

this

The Selectmen and
appropriation.

the Advisory

(Majority

Vote

Required).*

*Note:

budget
Article

This appropriation

is

in

addition to Article #20, the operating

article.

Shall the

17.

$20,000.00

to

be

Town

added

to

vote
the

raise

and appropriate the sum of

Ambulance

Capital

Reserve

Fund

previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s)
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to

expend the funds

in this capital reserve fund.

Advisory Budget Committee recommend

The Selectmen and

this appropriation.

the

(Majority

Vote Required).*
*Note:

This appropriation

budget

article.

Article

18.

in addition to Article #20, the operating

is

Shall the

Town

$85,000.00 to be added

to the

vote to

raise

Town Dump

and appropriate the sum of

Closure Capital Reserve Fund

previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s)
to

expend the funds

in this capital reserve fund.

Advisory Budget Committee recommend

The Selectmen and

the

(Majority

this appropriation.

Vote Required).*
*Note:

This appropriation

budget

article.

Article

19.

is

Town

Shall the

in addition to Article #20, the operating

vote to

raise

and appropriate the sum of

Lagoon Closure Capital Reserve Fund
previously established and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agent(s)
to expend the funds in this capital reserve fund.
The Selectmen and the
Advisory Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
Vote Required).*
$10,000.00

*Note:

budget

be added

to

to the

This appropriation

in addition to Article

is

#20 the operating

article.

Article 20.

Shall the

Town

of Barrington raise and appropriate as an

operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as

by vote of

the

$2,179,934? Should
$2,110,810, which

this article

is

the

be defeated, the operating budget

same

as last year, with certain

required by previous action of the

governing body

amended

session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling

first

may

Town

shall

of Barrington or by law or the

hold one special meeting, in accordance with
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be

adjustments

RSA

40:13,

X

Article

and XVI,

to take

Shall

21.

we

up the issue of a revised operating budget only.

adopt the August

rate as the date for filing for an elderly

1

prior to the setting of the tax

exemption from the property tax?

(Majority Vote Required).

Article

22.

Shall the

Town

authorize the Selectmen to dispose of those

items designated as surplus. (Majority Vote Required).

Article

of the

23.

Town

Shall the
gifts,

Town

authorize the Selectmen to accept on behalf

legacies and devises

public purpose, as permitted by
until rescinded

Article 24.
said

RSA

made

31:19.

by a vote of the town meeting.

To

transact

Town

in trust for

any

(Majority Vote Required).

that may legally come before
Town Government. (Majority Vote

any other business

meeting of the honorable

to the

This authority shall continue

Required).
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MS-6
REVISED 1998

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRA'nON
MLTNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION

P

O BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-3397

BUDGET OF THE

TOV\fN/CITY

OF:

Appropriations anj Estimate, of Revenue for the En^iing Year January

or Fiscal Year

From

1,

^

to

Decemter 31, _99_

to

IMP ORTANT!
Please reaJ

RSA 32:5

applicable to

all

municipalities.

Use tliis form to list tlie entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
means the operating Dudget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
1.

2.

Hold

3.

When

at least

one public hearing on

town

clerk,

This

this budget.

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted

ble with the

area.

witli

and a copv sent to the Department

ot

the warrant. Another copy must be placed on

Revenue Administration

at the

above address.

DATE:

GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.

THIS

BUDGET

SHACI. BE POSTED WITH THE TOV\n^
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WARRANT

Budget

ACCt.#

-

Town/City of

Town of Barrlnaton

PORPOSE or APPROPRIATIONS
(RSA 32:3.V)

ApproprxatJ.ona
Prior Y«mr AB
ART.i Approved by DRA
HARR.

Prior Yaar

ludget

-

Town of Barringtc

Town/City of

^4

"

1

Actual

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIO^S
AcctU

(RSA

32:3.V)

SANITATION
-4329|a

cont.

WARRART J*

m

WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT

Prior ^>«r As

Apprxivtd by

DRA

Eipcndilurcs

APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING n
ENSUING FV

Prior Year

[RECOMMENDED!

(NOT RtCOMMENDEDl

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

^
Town/City of

PIRPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
(R.SA 32:3.V1

DEBT SERVICE

|.,,o-.„

Tovm of Barrington

WARR.
ART*

APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSliNG FV
ENSl'ING r\

Pnor Vc«r As

Approved hv

DRA

XXXXXXXXX

(NOT RECOMMENDEDl

XXJCXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXJC

Budget

-

Town/City of

FY

Town of Barrington

•SPECIAL

Sp«ii«l ««rr«nt »rtlcl«. »r« <l«fin«d in RSA 32:3. VI,

WARRANT ARTICLES-

u

•ppropri»tion»

1)

lo P«t

raisad by boixl. or not*.; 3) .ppropriat-Lon to • saparata fund ei..t»d pur«u«iit
txuAt funda;

Acct.#

4)

*n appropriatJ-on daai9nAt«d on

tlis

warrant aa a apacjal

2)

appropriations

ti

a

nonlapaing or nontxanafarajala

Budget

-

Town/City of _!:

SOURCE OF REVENUE

WARR.
ART*

Estimilnl Rcvc

Pnor^t.r

ESTIMATED
REVENUES
ENSl ISC YEAR

lUdget

-

Town/City of

Town of Barrlngton

1

WARR.
Acct.#

IN-

Estimated Revenues
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.

CERTIFIED

PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANTS

January 26, 1999

Board of Selectmen
Town of Harrington
Harrington, New Hampshire 03825

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Harrington, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1998, we
considered the Town's internal control structure to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial
statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

During the course of ou audit, we did not become aware of any matters
were opportunities for
:rengthening internal controls and operating
efficiencies
This letter does not affect our report dated January 26, 1999, on the
financial statements of the Town of Harrington, New Hampshire.

Respectfully submitted,
CONCORD

NEW HAMPSHIRE
03301

MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Certified Public Accountants

WASHINGTON
ROAD
SUITE B
P

O BOX 520
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:hat

TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,
Balance

January

1998

1,

December

Receipts

$3,468,696.46

31, 1998

$10,548,490.54

Total Funds

$14,017,187.00

December

Less Payments

Balance

1998

December

31, 1998

31, 1998

(

$10,336,775.73)

$3,680,411.27

Balance Working C/A

$90,407.14

Balance Summit C/A

$2,992,860.38

Balance N.H.P.D.I.P.

470,450.55

Balance Cemetery S/A

$ 1 6,89 1.25

Balance Road Impact S/A

$12,245.29

Balance Mallego Plaza S/A
Balance Phase

1

Balance Phase 2

Mendum
Mendum

$7,803.44

Landing P/P

$6,883.43

Landing S/A

$37,587.09

Balance Assoc. Buyer Striping S/A

Balance Conservation S/A
Balance

Town

Seal

$258.28
$13,224.44

S/A

$163.64

Recreation S/A

$13,650.68

Balance Gadd Reclamation P/P

$17,985.66
$3,680,411.27

Respectfully submitted,

Treasurer
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1

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For tke Municipality of

Year Ending

BARRINGTON

DEBITS
UNCOLLECTED TAXESBEG. OF YEAR'

December 31

,

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For

tlie

Mixnicipality of

HARRINGTON

CREDITS
KtMIllbU lO
IKHASliKbK

:

ms-gi

Year En«liiig 12/31/98

I

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For tte Municipality of

r

ivis-ei

Year Ending 12/31/98

BARRINGTON

DEBITS

I

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

31, 1998

DEBITS:
Motor vehicle permits issued
Motor vehicle permits - Bad Checks
Motor vehicle permits - Bad Checks Redeemed

Dog

<3,64200>
3,41650
8,387 00

Licenses

600.00

Civil Forfeitures

8.00

Filing Fees

1,634.00

Marriage Licenses

Mamage
Mamage

$710,497 00

License-Bad Check

License-Bad Check Redeemed

<50.00>
50.00

345.00

Certified Copies

Bank Adjustment

.50

$721.246 00

CREDITS:
Remittances

to

Town

Treasurer

a/c

Motor Vehicle permits

a/c

Dog

licenses

a/c Civil forfeimres
a/c Filing fees
a/c

Mamage

licenses

a/c Certified copies

Bank Adjustment

Motor vehicle permits issued

$710,271.50
8,387 00

600 00

800
1,634.00

345.00
.50

Recording and indexing onginal records
a 50
of death

Recording and indexing ofificial copies
50
of death

@

550

Additional copies of death records

00

,@ .25

$14.254 50

Total fees and salanes

13,864.00

Total advanced on fees and salanes

AMOUNT OVERPAID TO TOWN CLERK
AMOUNT OWED TO TOWN CLERK

$390 50

TRL-E COPY, ATTEST

-T'
TOWN CLERK
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1998

Summary Inventory Of Valuation

Current Use (At Current Use Values)

1,517,123

111,857,910

Residential

12,634,680

Commercial/Industrial

Total of Taxable

Land

126,009,713

Buildings (Residential)

150,995,210

Manufactured Housing

13,198,148

Commercial/Industrial

14,11 4,700

Total of Taxable Buildings

178,308,058

3,986,714

Public Utilities

Exemptions

New Valuation On Which Tax

(1,251,600)

Rate

46

Is

Computed

307,052,885

1998

RECREATION REVOLVING FUND

1

1

1

1

1998

DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS & ENCUMBRANCES

(

1998 DETAILED

STATEMENT OF REVENUES

|

1998 Tax Rate Calculation

Town
Appropriations

of Barrington

County Portion

The Town of Barrington

Of A
will

is

on the threshold of a significant

historic event:

The Turn

Century! For most this will be a once-in-a-lifetime experience. For the town,
in balancing the effects

be an exercise

it

of growth with that of maintaining our rural

character.

As has been

town continues to experience a
contmued increase in our population.

realized in the last several years, the

variety of growing pains brought about by the

Present population figures are closing on 8,000 with an estimate of population figures

possibly reaching 10,000 by the turn of the century.

Town

staff,

the increase in

departments, boards and commissions continue to address and respond to

demand

for services that

We hope

growth places on a community.

through zoning and/or subdivision changes we can address residential growth and the
impact that has on our schools, town services and subsequently our tax rate. The creation

of the Barrington Natural Heritage Committee will promote the preservation of and
access to Barrington's unique natural areas. It hopes to identify greenbelts, footpaths and
conservation easement property that can be protected for fiiture generations.

While we look
necessitated

for

ways

to deal

we review town

with

growth, present

fliture

facility needs.

An

demand

for services

have

urgent need has been identified for a

Public Safety Building. Spearheaded by the Public Safety Building Committee, a careful

and conservatively designed plan will again be presented to the voters for approval.
Considerable thought has been given to the impact this bond issue will have on the tax
and we hope you will agree that the nominal cost associated with this issue is well
worth the expenditure. While the taxpayers in Barrington have continued to see the
town's portion of the tax bill decline over the years, we are hard pressed to continue to be
able to provide the level of service needed within the confines of outdated facilities.
rate

In

accordance with

Town vote

to

fund and proceed with a revaluation through a

Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) software program, late in 1998 we began
this process. The fieldwork necessary for revaluation is just about complete and soon this
information will be keyed into our Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) software
program. This program will allow us to conveniently analyze and adjust our assessment
data. Presently this is completed manually on over 4000 property tax cards. It is
anticipated that the revaluation will be completed in late April.

There has been

much

discussion in the local and national press about the

(Millennium Bug) problem and the disruption

would

like the citizens

of Barrington

will cause at the turn

Y2K

of the century.

We

problem is being addressed
preventative measures have already been

to

proactively by the Selectmen and that

know

it

that this

in the Town Offices and Library. This effort
on going and will be so until the century has passed and the problem has been rendered
moot. Should there be a problem with the distribution of food, fuel or any other essential
service in our area due to a wider area problem, the Selectmen have made contingency

undertaken regarding the computer systems
is

plans to bolster our

minimize the

Emergency Management

effects

preparations.

We will

of such an event for our residents. Finally,

64

do

all that

we need

to

we can

to

be mindful of

the reality of this situation and be diHgent in our efforts to do
level.

We

are confident that

In closing, the

we

as a

community

Board of Selectmen wish

boards/commissions and

many

to

will

all

that

we

can on a local

be well prepared.

thank the

staff,

departments,

who unselfishly give of themselves in pursuit
of life we can be proud of We urge any and all

volunteers

of a shared goal; providing a quality
citizens to get involved in our community. We invite you to attend our meetings,
volunteer on a board/commission or perhaps in recycling. You will be rewarded with
helping us to foster community pride and maintain the very spirit of our commimity.
Respectfully Submitted,

Board of Selectmen
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
The Highway Department, Transfer

Station and Recycling Center finished 1998 within

budget. Costs of maintenance and improvements to the Pine Grove Cemetery are covered

by Trust Funds and Treasurer receipts from

lot sales.

Pavement overlays were accomplished on Greenhill, Pond Hill, Leanna, Crissy, Smoke,
Chesley and Lily Pond Roads. Two sections on Wood and Scruton Pond Roads were
rebuilt

and paved. Several ditch and culvert projects were completed.

For 1999, the Highway Department has contracted for pavement overlays on Sloper,
Femald, Lee and Sherborne Roads; Century Pines and Forest Brook Drive. We also
expect to contract for three to five additional miles of overlay pavement depending on
costs and road condition survey resuhs.

It

gravel section of

Wood

sections remaining

on Scruton Pond, we plan

Rd.

in

is

our intention to rebuild and pave the

Of

1999 barring any complications

the

two

final

project

to complete at least one.

Other upgrade and rehabilitation projects are being planned

in

accordance with the road

maintenance/rehabilitation program.

Capital equipment purchases are fianded under a separate warrant article expendable

through the Selectmen.

The 1999 Highway Budget request

1998 request due primarily to an increase

in the

is

slightly higher

road upgrade

line

which

than the

will hasten

planned gravel road upgrades.

A

replacement for the oak gate

monies are included

in the

in

the bottom of Swain's

budget to contract the gates

Respectfiilly submitted,

Ronald Landry

Road Agent
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Lake

installation.

Dam

is

on order and

BARRINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT - 1998
The Barrington
Although

calls

conditions provided

dry weather

slightly

some

at different

A higher than normal
many of the
for

Dept.

Fire

were

less

has had a relatively active year

down from

manpower

monoxide alarms

expensive detectors are failing

reasons unknown.

Ice storms, floods and

interesting challenges.

periods required equipment and

incident of carbon

1998.

in

previous years, unusual weather

The department

in

highly

is

usage.

indicating that

a relatively short period

recommends the

digital

readout type of detectors that allow a constant check of conditions.

The

defeat of the Safety Building Warrant Article

was

a disappointing

blow

to a building committee that has spent countless hours researching this
project.

The same proposal

will

be presented to the voters

building committee has been trying to reach people

hopes
is

that

many more can be informed of the

imperative

The

in

Fire Dept.

to find a

town

even close to
expenditures
believe that

who

in

The

1999.

did not vote in

direction the committee feels

order to advance our emergency services into the future.

must grow as the town grows. One would be hard pressed
in

the northeast with Barrington' s population that

spending as

little

on

fire

service

as

we

comes

Many

do.

come out of the pockets of the firefighters and it is difficult to
this can continue many more years.
Unfortunately, the

volunteer emergency services are rapidly becoming an endangered species.

many others must take a
good emergency services.

This town like
to provide
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serious look at the future

if

we

are

BARRINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT - 1998
CALLS --

1998

REPORT OF THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT
AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Dwelling

units:

officers to

exchange ideas and keep up to date on the ever-changing laws
result, we are better able to perform our responsibilities to

and codes. As a
the community.

In regard to

daycare

my

facilities

position as Health Officer,

failed septic systems,

The

public

is

perform inspections for

I

and foster care home. Other issues addressed include
water testing and other health and safety concerns.

assisted with their questions and complaints.

The Building Department would

like

to

remind property owners that

permits are required for rebuilding, upgrading electrical and plumbing
services,

new

oil/gas

monitor

installations,

swimming

pools,

signs,

outbuildings, garages, additions and remodeling.

I

would

their

like to

thank the various departments and

my many

ongoing support and cooperation.

Respectfully submitted.

Code Enforcement

Officer,

Building Inspector

Health Officer
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&

co-workers for

BARRINGTON CONSERVATION COMM.
ANNUAL REPORT
The Barrington Conservation Commission (BCC)

is

made up of community

volunteers with an interest in learning about and advocating for our town's
natural resources.

According to the provisions of

commissions are established "for the proper

RSA

36-A, conservation

utilization

and protection of

the natural resources and for the protection of watershed resources of said
city or

town." Healthy ecosystems have a direct relation to human health,

and safeguarding them improves the qualhy of
conservationist

capacity

Aldo Leopold observed

of the land for self-renewal.

understand and preserve

BCC

During 1998, the

that

for

life

Pioneering

all.

ecosystem health

Conservation

is

our

the

"is

to

effort

this capacity."

assisted the

Mendum's Landing Association with
Mendum's Pond. The BCC

establishing a conservation easement along

provides information and assistance to residents interested
natural

of

heritage

their

land

through

easements

in protecting the

and

current

use.

Conservation easements granted to the town are monitored on an annual

BCC

basis by the
five

easement

Barrington' s

with a

sites

many

site

walk. This year the

BCC made

visits to

the

deeded to the town.
wetlands, rivers and lakes provide safe drinking water

and wildlife habitat for a large portion of the seacoast. The Oyster River

and Bellamy River originate
natural treasure.

in

Barrington; the beautiful Isinglass river

a

some of Barrington' s many bodies of water

Stonehouse Ponds are

just

providing

ecosystem

important

functions

and

offering

opportunities.

As

violations and

improve understanding of these ecosystem, the

every

is

Swain's Lake, Mendum's, Nippo, Ayers, Scruton and

part

new landowner

of our educational

in

Barrington
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an

effort

to

recreational

reduce wetlands

informational

BCC

packet

sends

about

wetlands, the state and federal regulations that apply to them, and the
availability

of the

BCC to

assist

them. In 1998, the

BCC

After consulting with school system teachers, the

community
the

BCC's

assist

on

videotapes

educational

use.

The tapes

environmental

topics

are available in the library.

educational outreach, a grant

is

sent

BCC

253 packets.

purchased two
educational

for

Each

and

year, as part

provided from

its

of

budget to

Barrington students attending Environmental Camp.

Three commissioners attended the

Commissions conference

workshops and

in

field trips

NH

fall

Association of Conservation

Concord. This annual one-day event offers 20
designed to provide the latest information on

conservation topics.

BCC

commissioners worked with the selectmen and regional planning

commission to explore ways of bringing GIS mapping to the town.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) uses state-of-the-art computerized

mapping technology

to interact with the state's

GRANIT

database and

A

number of towns in the state
use it to improve their land use and conservation planning. The BCC and
Selectmen sponsored a demonstration and discussion of GIS mapping
other geographically-reference data-bases.

during the Sept. 28 Selectmen's Meeting.

In 1998, the

BCC

achieved one of

its

long-term goals of updating the

town's natural resources inventory through a grant from the Strafford
Regional Planning Commission (SRPC). The $5,000 grant
services of

SRPC GIS

sensitive areas

specialists

to

locate

will

provide the

and identify ecologically-

of the town, providing better information for planning.

Barrington, Nottingham and Lee

opportunity to look

at

all

received funding for

this,

providing the

our shared natural resources from an ecosystem
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perspective.

The

BCC

will

be working closely with the

SRPC on

this

project in 1999.

In the

fall,

the

BCC

sponsored an educational series "Keeping Our Rural

GIS mapping, the series offered a site walk of the
Warren Farm conservation easement hosted by Randy Warren and a slide
presentation "The Dollar and Sense of Open Space" by the NH Wildlife
Federation. A spring series is being planned on the same theme.
Heritage." In addition to

The BCC's concern with low-density sprawl and
and our way of
seacoast

region.

life

Working together with

its

impact on ecosystems

development pressures

reflects the increasing

the

selectmen,

the

in

BCC

the

has

Subcommittee charged with
town and recommending ways to

established the Barrington Natural Heritage
identifying the special places in our

protect

them

for the fliture, increasing recreational access to natural areas,

and developing conservation management resources for landowners.

At the request of the Selectmen, the
warrant

article to

put before the

town

BCC

researched and developed a

to establish a conservation land fund

with a portion of the receipts from the current use change tax In

NH, 77

municipalities have created this type of fund to provide technical assistance

(land surveys,

mapping) to residents seeking to establish conservation

easements and to enable the town to make purchases of easements and
properties for conservation purposes.

With the

state actively considering

the establishment of a state- wide fijnd for these purposes, the establishment

of a town

fijnd

grants in the

In August, the

with the

would

also position Barrington to qualify for state matching

fiiture.

Town

BCC

celebrated the official opening of the

Town

Forest

Forest Task Force. This tremendous community effort has

given our town a place to enjoy, explore and learn about nature.
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Many

schoolchildren enjoy

its

well-mapped

trails

as part of their classes each

year.

The

BCC

welcomed new members Douglas Hatch,

Jr.

1998 and wished chair Marc Jacobs much happiness

move

to Maine.

Hatch for her

A rotating chair

faithful assistance

In addition to the above, the

dredge and

fill

and John Wallace
in his

system was implemented.

in

marriage and

We thank Dawn

throughout the year.

BCC

continues to review intent to cut and

applications for possible wetlands impacts;

assist

state

agencies with the remediation of wetlands violations in town; conduct

site

walks and provide technical assistance as requested by residents, builders
and town offices; and review zoning board applications for possible
environmental impacts.
alternates,

We

welcome town

residents to serve as

members,

subcommittee and task force members of the BCC.

Respectfully submitted,

Denise Hart
Barrington Conservation Commission:

Denise Hart, Douglas Hatch,

Town

Jr.,

Amanda

Tom Leavitt, &

Forest Contact:

Barker,

John Wallace

Mike Clark

Barrington Natural Heritage Subcommittee Contact: Jim Schultz
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THE BARRINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

M

E

E

R

DIAL:
"911"

When

is

the

number

to dial for "Fire, Police or Medical" Emergencies.

calling the police for non-emergencies, the following

numbers should

be used:

664-2700

24 hour Dispatch

664-7679

Office,

Monday

8:00am

thru Friday,

-

4:00pm

During the past three years the Emergency Services Building Committee
has been diligently working and planning a combined public safety
to house the Fire, Police, and
facility

facility

Emergency Medical Departments The new

addresses numerous deficiencies within the present police station

which would be cost prohibitive to upgrade, including:

shower

training area

facilities

room

handicap access

conference

security

office space

parking

interview

storage

salley port

We urge you

to support the

room

proposed Emergency Services building.
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184

LIBRARY REPORT
Our goal

provide the most current information,

at the library is to

in

a

variety of formats, in order to provide accurate answers for our patrons.

We

also strive to maintain a pleasant environment

to read for enjoyment or enlightenment.

where

In light

citizens

may come
we have

of these goals,

had a busy year maintaining our collection, adding new services, and
keeping up with current technologies. Some of our news for 1998 includes:
After

Her

many

years of dedicated service, Frances

Cram

has chosen to

reader's advisory services will be missed by many.

library

would

For the

first

all

like to

time

wish her well

in

We

her future plans.

many years, we have done a complete weeding of the
Due to space constraints, we discarded many duplicate

in

library collection.

copies (paperbacks) and kept the better hardcover versions.

weeded many

retire.

here at the

were

We

also

bad condition, titles that hadn't circulated
in over 1 5 years, and titles that contained out of date information. Books
are now much easier to find and damage to books will be cut down due to
less

titles that

overcrowding.

We

but our current space

is

in

would love

to keep

many of the

simply not sufficient.

We

duplicate copies,

hope to renovate and

expand soon!

The Friends of
fiindraising

the

Library

and donations of

continue to

offer

their

support

their time. This year, they held

many

through
holiday

was a great success, and they hosted an author
reading/slide show by Sy Montgomery. Due to their support, we have been
able to offer more museum passes than ever before, we now have family
passes for the Children's Museum, the Currier Gallery of Art, the NH Farm
raffles, a plant sale that

Museum, Canterbury Shaker

Village,

and America's Stonehenge!
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We

received another Kids,

Books and

summer

the Arts Grant this

allowed us to hire Lesley Smith and her Theatre of Live Puppets.
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participate

children

RECORD

in

the children

Summer Reading Program

the

This year's theme

here at Barrington.

-

was "Live Free

were encouraged to read books about

New

Hampshire and to

explore the natural wonders of the state through books, games and
craft activities held

We

by the

that

We had
A NEW
& Read";
many

library.

Under the Umbrella Tree for
the sales during the month of
November. The store has also donated books over the course of the year
for our children's section. Thank you Ruth!
received a $200.00 donation from

Book Month.

Children's

10% of

This was

expand

The

library continues to

now

offer not only internet access

online database as well.

We

database that contains 100

keyword.

We

offering in the electronic realm.

its

We

and word processing programs but an

currently offer patron use of Infotrac,

ftill-text

some

also have access to

EbscoHost and GaleNet. These
patrons to find and print out most

a

periodicals that can be searched by
state

electronic

supported databases such as
tools

make

possible

it

for

periodical articles they need in a matter

of minutes!

Our second computer

terminal

is

hardcover book, audio and video

many hours of
Assistants.

now

in

our

new

Online Card Catalog. Every

in the library is

now

volunteer service and the hard

Thank you

to

all

whom

the process of bar-coding

all

in the

system due to

work of

the

participated in this endeavor.

of our paperback collection;

to finish this by the end of 1999 and be
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fially

automated!

Library

We

are

we hope

The

library

is

also providing

more programs and

services-this year alone

we

have monthly book discussions, computer courses, and a delivery service to
homebound citizens of Harrington. We continue to offer our popular storytimes

for

children,

craft

special

activities,

classes

and

on

seminars

everything from financial planning to basket weaving, and courses designed

new

to help

worked

parents

when

closely with Goals

reading to their children. This summer,

2000

we

to provide continued services to our infant

Summer Program for
members of the community who
have offered free seminars or given of their talents to make these programs
possible. Also, thanks to the many who have donated books, without this
support, our collection would not have grown so rapidly.
population while maintaining a busy and successful

our older children. Thank you to

The

library also has a

information on events,

all

the

new web page where you can go to get
new books, and great links to other sites.

located at hltp:/Av\vw.nh. ultranet. com/~hpl.

Please

us suggestions through the e-mail function.

visit

our

You may

site

also

current

We

are

and give

do simple

reference queries through the e-mail function to save yourself the trip to
the library!

We

at the library

look forward to meeting more residents of Harrington

the year to come;
libraries.

new

Please

we now

come

in

offer

you services not found

in

many

in

small

and take advantage of all the new technology, the

people, and the patron friendly environment

we

Respectftilly submitted.

Library Director
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are striving to offer.

LIBRARY ACCOUNT
liaKmcc IZ-^I-""

PLANNING BOARD REPORT
I

This year, the Planning Board has adopted

Town

new

sign regulations for the

This was not an easy task, but with the help of the

of Harrington.

I

Barrington Chamber of

I

Commerce and

the give and take between the

Planning Board and the business community,

i

some

I

Site

!

we

feel the

regulations that are workable and understandable to

review and subdivision regulations

still

Town now

has

all.

needed re-writing to bring them

up to date and compatible with the Zoning Ordinance adopted by the

Town

I

in 1997.
!

Commercial growth,

;

A

approved for construction,
a crucial part

of Barrington' s

needs to be preserved for
this route,

towards

I

would

Route 125 corridor, has been
number of businesses have expanded, been
or are in the works for approval
Route 125 is

especially along the

very active this year.

ability to

this use.

attract

commercial growth and

Restricting residential building along

as proposed by the Planning Board,

would go

a long

way

this objective.

like to

take this time, on behalf of the Planning Board, to thank

Jack Dolan for his help and support over the past years.

His knowledge of

zoning regulations and land use has been invaluable to us as a board, but
his friendship will also

We

still

be missed.

meet every Thursday night

at 7:00,

and welcome any interested

party to attend these meetings.

Respectftilly submitted,

Jim Sunderland
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RURAL DISTRICT VISITING NURSES ASSOC.
Despite the radical changes

in

reimbursement that have challenged the

home

Nurse Association has
remained focused on what matters most—providing compassionate, costcare

industry

Rural

1998,

in

effective, quality care to

District

our patients

Our Board of Directors,

in

Visiting

Harrington.

including your

Board Representatives, Ann Schulz

and Dick Minesinger, continue to assess the health care environment
Barrington to ensure that the decisions

We

your community.

we make

continue to participate

in

in

are in the best interest of

numerous

local, state

and

national networks and associations including the Coalition of Strafford

County Agencies, the Strafford Network, the Rural Home Care Network,
VNA Health System of Northern New England and the Home Care
Association of New Hampshire. Through these affiliations we are able to
keep our costs down and stay abreast of the legislative/regulatory issues
that impact our

agency and the communities

we

serve.

Rural District Visiting Nurse Association., Inc. has served as the primary

home
Rural

care provider in Barrington since 1969.
District

community
certified

as

Visiting

a

private,

Nurse

Association

independent,

by Medicare and licensed by the

community

In the era of mega-mergers,

continues

to

serve

your

home health agency
home health, hospice and

non-profit
state in

Most importantly, our accreditation with commendation
Commission on Health Care Organizations assures you and

clinics.

by the Joint

your family that Rural District Visiting Nurse Association provides high
quality care in a cost effective manner.

Rural District Visiting Nurse Association also remains committed to serving
patients regardless of their financial circumstances.

In fact,

we

are the only

agency serving Barrington that routinely serves uninsured and underinsured,
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in addition to insured
i

health services are

and private-paying

now

clients.

Our

full

range of

home

supported by a dedicated group of volunteers

providing companionship and respite to patients and families.

Your town

contributions are essential to meeting the

many

health needs in

As competition increases for insured client referrals,
your community.
please keep in mind you have a right to choose. Choose quality with a
Ask for Rural District
long-standing commitment to your community.
Visiting

We

Nurse Assoc, by name.

are proud to be meeting your

are looking forward to working for

Type

& number

of visits:

home
you

health care needs since 1969 and

in the future.

24.58

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
The Barrington Zoning Board of Adjustment met 12 times during
There were 46 applications filed. Decisions made

the year, 1998.

were as follows:

Variance Requests -21

Granted —12

Denied -9
Special Exceptions

Granted

-

7

~6

Denied ~1
Appeals from administrative decisions

-

6

Granted ~3

Denied

~

3

Equitable Waivers of Dimensional Requirement

Pursuant to

-

7

RSA 674:33-a

-6
~
Denied
1

Granted

Requests for rehearings

-

5

~3
Denied ~ 2

Granted

Shoreland setback violations are one of the most requested rehefs

apphed

for.

The Town

waters of our Town.

as a

whole has a commitment

to protect the

by

the Zoning
Board to attempt to set any structure whether new or an addition,
on non-conforming lots, as close to the 75 foot setback as possible.
It

is

strongly encouraged
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The

quality of our water

is

an asset to

all

of

us.

Foundation

certification has helped greatly to lessen the setback violations but

we

continue to hear cases where a foundation was placed too close

to a setback so

check

we

highly

recommend

to help eliminate the

need for

all

builders check and double

this request for relief

on new

construction.

As always we thank

all

for

Board meets on the

third

like to see if a position

might be interested

in,

working with the Board.

We

are

The Zoning
Wednesday of each month. If you would
on the Board would be something you

always looking for volunteers

to serve as

members.

attend one of our meetings to observe.

Respectfully submitted:

'TCancfK 'Pon&e^.

^AaOi

Zoning Board of Adjustment
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BARRINGTON E.M.S.
ANNUAL REPORT
The

last

year has been a year of change for the Harrington Ambulance

Department (BAD).

1998 was the

first

year that the town Selectmen have

appointed a Chief of Emergency Medical Services.

The

past Presidents

The other change is the distinct
were elected by the Association.
separation between the Ambulance and the Association. The Barrington
Emergency Medical Association, (BEMA), will have a President, officers
and will follow established Bylaws set up by the association. This part of
the department will handle the social events such as the Barrington

Show and

parades.

The Association operates

financially

Truck

by donations.

The Ambulance will be under the control of the appointed Chief and will be
responsible for Emergency Medical situations for the town. It will operate
by following established Protocols and Operating Guidelines.
operate financially by a

been operating

this

Town

way, the only change

separation between the ambulance,

Due

It

will

budget. Essentially, the organization has
is

that there will

(BAD) and

be a

the association,

distinct

(BEMA).

moving out of the area, taking different jobs and family
membership has decreased especially during the day time
hours. Rochester Ambulance and Durham Ambulance Corp. have been
providing coverage when a crew is not available. We thank them
to people

obligations, our

GREATLY for their help.
The Ambulance is looking for volunteers. The state requirement is at least
"two licensed attendants" for each ambulance call.
Our minimum
requirement is Emergency Medical Tech, Basic, (EMT-B). We currently
have fourteen active ambulance volunteers. If you are interested in
volunteering or

know someone who
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is,

contact the Barrington

Town

We

Offices.

have business meetings on the

first

Wednesday of

the

month

and training meetings on the third Wednesday.

The

Police, Fire and

Ambulance Departments

are

still

under one roof. The Public Safety Building project
Putting
unified
will

all

three departments under one roof will

is

looking to unite
still

make

Emergency Response team. The Ambulance and

going strong.

a stronger and

Fire

Departments

have a place to hold business and training meetings. There

room

Department

will

have more office space and

the so called "center of town".

with your support,

we

We

will reach

it

will

be closer to

almost achieved our goal
this year.

Vote yes

be more
The Police
Route 125,

will

for fire apparatus and storage. Currently both are lacking.

last year,

but

for the Public Safety

Building.

I

would

like to

thank

all

our volunteers for a year of hard work and

dedication, especially during our transition.

Keep up

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen Millette,
Barrington Ambulance Chief
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the hard work.

REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1998, our leading causes

majority of our forestry calls

of

fires

however were

CHILDREN. The

were

adults burning without

a

PLEASE HELP BY OBTAINING A BURNING PERMIT
BEFORE YOU KINDLE A FIRE
permit

Violations of

RSA

224:27

11, the fire permit law,

and other burning laws

of the State of N.H. are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000.00
and/or a year

To

aid

in jail.

Violators are also liable for

all fire

suppression costs.

your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire

Officials,

Officials

contact your local Warden, Deputy
to

see

if

a

permit

is

required.

Warden

This

also

or

Town

helps

to

Office

prevent

unnecessary responses to controlled burns.

LOCAL FIRE STATISTICS
Grass

& brush fires

Smoke

investigations

Mutual

aid brush fires

Building

fires ignited

from brush

fires

1996

1997

1998

.

STATE OF

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Number of fires

FIRE STATISTICS 1998
798

reported

1442.86

Acres burned
Local communilies and the State of

50/50

The

basis.

N H

share the cost of suppression on a

State of N.H. operates

15 fire lookout

towers and

3

contract aircraft patrols. This early detection system and reports from local

from the

citizens aid the quick responses

help us keep the

fire

local fire departments.

and ask them to support funding for the

fire

towers

"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST
FIRE PERMIT RULES AND REGULATIONS
WINTER SEASON: No written permit is
if

adequate snow cover

to a

Please

towers by contacting your local state representative

is

present at the burn

warden or deputy warden

site

FIRES!"

required to kindle a

However,

a

phone

fire

call

requested.

is

ALL OTHER SEASONS
No

1

2.

burning

is

allowed unless

it

is

raining

Written permits are required before kindling any

PERMITS
Fire

MAY BE OBTAINED FROM

Warden

TFIE

fire.

FOLLOWING PEOPLE

NEW ENGLAND CABLEVISION, INC.
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
The Town of Barrington and the

existing cable

TV

provider,

Town

in

for the

New

England Cablevision began providing cable service to
1989, and currently serves approximately 2,150 customers. A

next 10 years.

customer service office and studio

regional

England

Town

continue providing cable telecommunications service to the

the

New

recently negotiated a franchise renewal agreement to

Cablevision, Inc.

Farmington Road

in

The new contract

is

located

on Route

11,

Rochester.

will

provide the town with several

new enhancements

including an upgrade of the system to fiber optic technology. This system

upgrade

will

provide Barrington residents with improved picture quality,

increased system
digital

reliability,

programming

and additional channel capacity including
and

services

high-speed

included will be a channel dedicated for

message

board

Barrington.

In

and

potential

addition,

constructed that will

these

facilities.

England

Town

in all parts

Cablevision

access.

Institutional

specific

Network

will

to

be

Middle School, Middle School

Office Building, and the Police and Fire

new system

of the

looks

is

Town no

forward

to

audio, and data

come.
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between

scheduled to begin in
later

than June of 2000.

providing

residents

Barrington quality and reliable telecommunications services for
to

new

Also,

use that will offer a local

programming

ability to transmit video,

Construction of the

1999 with completion

New

dedicated

interconnect the

Annex, Elementary School,

Departments with an

a

Town

video

other

Internet

many

of

years

SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES

Support

Assault

Sexual

Services

is

dedicated

supporting

to

victims/survivors in their effort to heal from the trauma of sexual assault

and childhood sexual abuse, while striving to prevent the occurrence of
sexual violence in local communities and

This mission

is

in

society at large.

accomplished by providing the following services;

toll-free confidential

24 hour

crisis intervention hotline

l-(888)-747-

7070;
outreach office for Strafford County located

Wakefield

St.

in

Rochester

at

One

(332-0775);

accompaniment

to medical and legal (police and court) appointments,

information and referral to related services such as attorneys and
therapists;

support groups for survivors, their parents and partners;
child sexual assault prevention education

recreation programs,

camps and

programs

in

area schools,

scouts,

adolescent workshops on sexual harassment and sexual assault,
professional training and consultation to police departments, hospital

and school personnel and human service agencies,
sexual harassment in the workplace, workshops to municipalities and
businesses.
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Our program
to

all

is

committed to providing support, education and advocacy

survivors of sexual assault and

partners and other

sexual abuse and their parents,

community members.

The primary objectives of Sexual Assault Support Services are to empower
survivors and to support them in their healing process and to educate the
community, heightening awareness of sexual assault and

We

its

provide prevention programs throughout the school system

prevention.
in

order to

broaden awareness among students, teachers and the community of the
issues of sexual assauh and harassment.

In addition, our staff coordinates

with police departments and hospital staff to improve response to sexual
assault cases

Sexual

and to assure a supportive environment for the survivors.

Assault

Support Services has provided services for 20 years.

Volunteers are welcome and are utilized

in all

aspects of the program.

Respectftilly submitted.

Diane Stradling
Executive Director
Sexual Assault Support Services
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RECREATION DIRECTOR
ANNUAL REPORT
The Barrington Recreation Department has experienced tremendous growth
in the past year. Our programs continue to expand and serve the needs of
all the Town's residents. From our youth basketball and soccer programs to
our Swing Dancing classes and Men's Flag Football, we were able to touch
the lives

of residents of all ages, from 2

to 72.

Our diverse programming has enabled the Recreation Department to
continue to work to its mission of promoting a healthy lifestyle for all of
The many ways in which the Recreation
Barrington 's residents.
Department is able to bring Barrington's town people together is the
greatest tool
a time
to

when

we have
its

in

our goal of cultivating our sense of community.

increasingly difficult for neighbors or even family

In

members

spend time with one another, the Recreation Department works to
come together. In the year ahead the

provide with healthy and fun ways to
Recreation

Department

will

offer

over

50 programs

and events

for

Barrington's citizens to improve their minds, promote their wellness and

make new

friends.

One of the most important
greatest asset,

is

reasons for our continued success, and the town's

the wealth of big-hearted volunteers in Barrington.

than the well organized youth soccer and basketball programs,

of the town that visitors notice most.

it's

More

the "feel"

"There's just something about the

"They really care about their town there." With the
the
Recreation
help of Bamngton's community-minded residents,
Department will contmue to make the "feel" of the place its number one

place", people say.

priority.

Respectfully submitted.

Randy Spartachino
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Barrington School District

School District Officers

BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
FEBRUARY 2, 1998

FIRST SESSION,

At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Barrington School District, the following action

was

on the school warrant on Monday, the second day of February, nineteen hundred and

itaken

ninety-eight.

Elementary multi-purpose room was called to order by Moderator

at the Barrington

The meeting

Stanley Swier at seven o'clock

the evening.

in

IModerator Swier stated that the School District Meeting has been changed as a result of the
Official Ballot
:official ballot;

Warrant

Law. This

articles

a)Warrant

First

Session

for transactions of

is

shall consist of explanations, discussion

may be amended

all

business other than voting by

and debate

of

each warrant

article.

subject to the following limitations:

wording as prescribed by law shall not be amended.

articles with

,b)Warrant articles that are

amended

shall

be placed on the

official ballot

with the final vote

on

amended.

the main motion as
[

The Second Session

of the

on said

and

shall

official ballot

annual meeting to vote on questions required by law to be inserted

to vote

on

all

warrant articles from the

be held, Tuesday, March 10, 1998

8:00am

to

at the

First

Session on

Elementary School. Polls

official ballot

be open from

shall

7:00pm.

Moderator Swier stated the following rules of order:

No Smoking

is

allowed on school grounds per state law; no set rules of order

Moderator reserves the

right to limit

comments should be concise and
no personal attacks
speaking;
to

speak

all

will

will

be followed;

debate; debate must be pertinent to the subject on the

to the point; only

one amendment

to the

floor;

motion at a time;

be allowed; persons must be recognized by the moderator before
will take place through the Moderator; those who haven't had a chance

will

discussions

have the chance before others who have spoken;

the handicapped

and

Budget Committee

elderly

will

will

be allowed

to vote

first;

if

a secret yes/no ballot

address the Warrant Articles before debate

Present were School Board chairperson,
Rick Walker, Charter Weeks,

Ann

Ann

Whitehill,

Whitehill,

is

required,

and the School Board and the Advisory
is

allowed on the

floor.

School Board members Stefanie Diamond,

and Janis Wolak; Advisory Budget Committee members

Frank Fellows, Dick O'Brien, Michael Cyr, and Bob Stock; Principals Stephen LeClair and Althea
Sheaff; Interim Superintendent Eric Wigode, Interim Director of Student Services Linda Aguiar,

School

District

Attorney

and

Ed Lawson.

The meeting began with Chairperson Ann Whitehill giving a summary on the past school year. "The
past year has been characterized by many changes within our district, in addition to the usual
turnover of faculty and staff at all three buildings last year, we elected two new board members and
reelected another.

Over the summer

Mr.

John Freeman resigned as our superintendent while Eric

Wigode, former Director of Student Services, agreed to serve as Interim Superintendent through

June

of 1998, for this

munity

members we

always

we

of

is 1

Mr.

Wigode a huge debt
engaged

in

1

of gratitude.

Now with

in

our student population.

,179 students attending elementary, middle and fiigh school.

,240 an increase of 61 students.

the help of

many com-

the search to hire a permanent Superintendent.

continue to experience rapid growth

1997 with

tion

we owe

are currently

We

closed school

As
June

in

Our current school popula-

we

Further

are

now

fully into

the implementation stage of our math curriculum renewal project,

with teachers fine tuning their classroom efforts

grade

in

level

meetings and

district

wide

staff

Our Language Arts curnculum project is slated to begin in April. Other
areas such as Science, Social Studies, and Health will follow. We are confident that these
revisions will be reflected in the steady improvement in our State Assessment scores for both

development

and

third

activities.

graders as well as strengthening of curriculum for

sixth

of our

some

this

advantages

membership

in

grants by $1

1 1

students.

second year as a single district S.A.U. we are able to document
change has brought. From 1995-96, which was the last year of our
S.A.U. #44 through the current year, we have increased our revenues from federal
,077. In addition we look forward to earning even more grant money for purchases

As we approach the end
of the

all

such as technology hardware.

Our S.A.U.

staff

has also monitored Barrington high school students as never before, fostering close
in improved delivery of services to an in-

relationships with the high school, which has resulted

crease success of students as well as a significant savings

One

of the

most major changes

this district

of public Kindergarten, supported

in

part

garten and the Facilities Committee, voters
public Kindergarten

Throughout

work

of

all

all

in

the

proposing

will

aid.

and other areas.

special ed.

for the

coming year

in

the implementation

With the extensive work of both the Kinder-

decide

if

Barrington

will

open the doors on

it's first

of 1998.

fall

some things remain the same. The dedication and professional
one outstanding constant. From the S.A.U. Administrators and

these changes

our employees

Bookkeeper,

is

by state

in

is

to the Secretaries in

all

the schools and offices, to the Building Level Administrators,

the Classroom Teachers, Specialists, Nurse, Guidance and Support
Cafeteria Workers.

We

are fortunate to have

among

Staff, to

Custodians and

the hardest working and most skilled experts

not function. One other essential and
many parents. The PTA, the Barrington Friends of
Music, and the Booster Club provide us with much needed fund raising. The Enrichment Coordinators,
the citizens who join countless committees that keep the schools improving, the individuals who helf
in

the business. Without their concerted effort

unwavering component

out

is

we would

the volunteer work of

Among

classrooms, computer labs, and writing centers are also invaluable.

in

adjuncts to our program are the parents,

who compliment

their children's

the most important

school experiences by

overseeing homework, packing lunches, communicating with and supporting teachers.

needs

far out

Last, but
try to

pace our

ability to

provide

perhaps most important,

make

all

this possible.

stantial scholarships, they

we

we depend on

all

students

whom we

should recognize the achievement of the students for

earn spots on the honor

roll in

in

and private high schools throughout

public

orchestras, and participate

the district as well, students are recognized for their high

students

our

work.

Barrington students win places at prestigious colleges, often with sub-

the region. They play on competitive sports teams,

artistic talents, their

When

make our schools

these people to

academic achievement,

in

scouts

their

Within

.

musical and

volunteerism, community service projects, and their sports successes.

is

It

our

who will grow up to make this community and the larger worid a prosperous place. is our
who may cure cancer, wipe out prejudice, and even pay our social security. As we contem-

plate the warrants the

It

Board brings before you

Janis Wolak stated this

is

Ann

this

evening,

Whitehill last School District

thanked Ann on behalf of the School Board

for the

let

us keep these children firmly

appreciation that she has

shown

district;

and especially

for the teachers, students,

99

mind.

meeting as a School Board member. She

calmness and balance

that

Board, for the firm guidance she offered as the chairman, for her expertise
the resources that she has brought to our

in

for her

in

she has brought

to the

the field of education, for

commitment, warmth, and

and the parents

of Barrington Schools.

'

The Moderator commenced
Article
for

Board

To choose

1:

one

year.

all

with reading the warrant articles.

necessary School

One Moderator for one

year.

by ballot and majority vote.

District Officers

One

treasurer for

one

Two members

year.

One

of the

Clerk

School

for three years.

Seeing no discussion the Moderator declares that Article
as read.

will

1

be placed on the

official ballot

Janis

Wolak

of the School

seconded by Ann

Board made a motion

Whitehill.

to take the

[Moderator declares that the motion passes, the Articles

,Article 5:

To see

if

Warrant Articles out of order,

Seeing no discussion the moderator

the School District

will

will

calls for a vote.

be taken out of order.

To

vote to implement a Kindergarten Program.

expend the sum of $153,749 to
[Staff, equip, and operate a Kindergarten Program. This amount will be offset by approximately $78,750 from funds received from the Kindergarten Pupil Assistance. To see if
isee

the District

if

the District
tto

will

will

also vote to raise, appropriate and

also appropriate the

sum

of

$498,000

to

house the Kindergarten Program. Construction costs

construct a Kindergarten Building
will

be

offset by approximately

$380,970 from the Kindergarten Construction Grant and Building Aid. The
voted on
|$1

92,029

iwill

$651,749

is

to

dollars,

be raised by

continue and

become

which

taxation.

is
If

offset by approximately

$459,720

approved the operating expenses

a component of the default budget

in

amount

total

for

an amount of

program

for this

the following years.

The

ISchool Board and the Advisory Budget

Committee recommend

vote required). This appropriation

addition to Warrant Article 3, the operating budget

is in

this appropriation. (Majority

article.

Charter

Weeks moved

Jams Wolak

of the

Article 5

as read, Ann Whitehill seconded the motion.

School Board stated that the goal of the School Board, with the Kinder-

garten Warrant Article,

is to

bring our 5 year olds within our public school system. Right

;now our 5 year olds are scattered over 30 different private day care programs.
Ithese

programs do a good job

Private
iant

programs are

different

from what public Kindergarten would do

in

New Hampshire

hire certified teachers,

Ichildren in

our

first

and no

do

of

not.

several import-

ways. Private Kindergartens are regulated by the Dept. of Health as daycare

ithey are not part of the
jto

Some

at providing basic Kindergarten skills, but others

facilities,

Education System. Private programs do not have

specific curriculum

is

required. This

means we have

grades from private Kindergartens who haven't been taught some of

we would teach them in public Kindergarten. Some examples are that
who can write their names but cannot find the letters of their name in the
alphabet, we have children who know their ABC's but they don't understand that the sounds
we make when we speak are related to the sounds of the letters of the alphabet. We have
ichildren from private programs who have been taught to write 2+2=4, but if you give them
2 blocks and then 2 more blocks, they don't understand that
is the same as what they wrote.
We have children who think they can write the letters of the alphabet, but haven't been
taught to form the letters properly, so we have to unteach them and than teach them again.

ithe

basic things that

we have

children

it

100

We

have some children who haven't learned basic school

also

been
and

in

routines, they haven't

a classroom with 16 or 17 other students, they haven't learned to
wait their turn, to stand

listen, to

Those are

things that

all

a

in

we would be

a

sit in

circle

or to follow instructions given by a teacher.

line,

teaching

in

a Public Kindergarten Program. Another

to diagnose speech and language problems or other special education needs. These are the kinds of problems that
if you catch them before first grade they are easier to correct and they cost us less to
correct. The School Board wants to give all 5 year olds the opportunity to attend their

problem with private programs are that they are not able

local school, to

lined

in

expect

be taught by

certified teachers,

and

to learn the skills

the Kindergarten curriculum set up by the state of
to

see these

benefits:

we would expect

New

where children are

ing

learning;

in their

intervention for children with special

We

are most receptive to correction;

We

needs

We

would

greater academic achievement

grade, with less time spent teaching and reviewing Kindergarten

first

and subjects out-

Hampshire.

would expect

skills

our

in

and diagnos-

earlier identification

and

an age when children's learning problems

at

expect fewer children

be held back

to

at the first

And we expect throughout our school system, higher academic achievement,
better scores on assessment tests, and fewer behavior problems as children continue
into higher grades. The benefits of Kindergarten have been widely studied. The reason

grade

level;

Kindergarten has such a positive impact on 5 year olds
incredible capacity to learn, their

minds are

are so well established that every state

5 year olds, except

all

put^iic
in

New

Hampshire.

Kindergarten right now. That

that

we

105 students. 105 students

will

first

because 5 year olds have an

the United States has public Kindergarten for

In

New Hampshire 74%

means

that Barrington

is

of

one

School

of 41

have

Districts

School

Districts

does not provide public Kindergarten. The

are planning would provide 6 half day sessions of Kindergarten for

those every year by the

we

is

sponges. The benefits of Kindergarten

in

the entire United States of America that

program

like

is

the population projection that

New Hampshire

we

have,

we

are given

School Board's Association. This means that

be using 3 classrooms and 3 teachers, the

year. But

first

two or three years we would be expanding and would go

we know

that within the

3 1/2 or 4 teachers.

to

expect that 4 classrooms would meet our needs for at least the next 10 years. We
had a public hearing a couple weeks ago where some one expressed concern that
we had not surveyed parents of children who would be in Kindergarten next year and

We

so
is

we

did try to that over the past

We

two weeks.

have reached 51 families so

about half of the projection. Of those, 41 families said yes, they would send

so that

far

their child-

ren to public Kindergarten, 4 were undecided, 6 said no for various reasons such as

home

means we can expect

schooling or sending to parochial schools. That

based on what we are hearing,

to

have more than 80% of families

in

now,

right

who

Barrington

would use public Kindergarten.
Stefanie

Diamond then spoke about

jected building cost
this

amount

$373,500.

is

the projected cost of this Warrant Article.

$498,000, with bidding

the state would reimburse

In

75%

addition over the next 5 years

remaining $124,500,

this

comes from

we hope

to

reduce

of the actual cost

we would
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initial

even

Our

further.

pro-

Of

July of 1998, roughly

receive an additional

state building aid,

an additional $37,350. This year along with the

in

this

and that

total

30%

of the

amount would be

75%, we would get

1/5 of the

remaining amount or $7,470. The

reimbursement

total final

after 5

be getting a $498,000, building

reimbursement

total

for

year

for this

years would $410,850.

What

is

$380,970. The

means

this

$87,150. This translates into a

final

is

that

we would

tax impact of

$29.00 per hundred thousand dollar assessed value, a one time cost. The operating

have been based on the projected number of 105 students

costs, which

The

state currently

is

that the operating cost

would go down as would the reimbursements,

105 students. This funding does not run out
This funding
if

this

is

were

bill

part of

New Hampshire
tafives

were

RSA

this

repayment of the

building costs

we would have

has a strong commitment

some

of the

start

we

problems,

to curriculum

means

don't get

all

some people have thought.
money to disappear would be

for this

75%

have Kindergarten, they would not require the

level.

minimum

of

is

linked to the

20 years. The School Board

development Janis Wolak has already addressed

to overall

We

readiness

it

brings children up on par so

see Kindergarten as a

don't

cure-all to curriculum

are working currently on developing curriculum trying to keep everything

with the framework, but

tunity that

to

Kindergarten for a

on an even

we

because currently the 75% reimbursement

ways Kindergarten adds

can

that they

in line

bill.

if

of the towns and cities across
money, the general consensus is that the state represenThe Dept. of Education has further indicated that if this

be rescinded and we ceased

promise that

way

198:15-1, the only

benefit from this

would not rescind

to

$153,749.

two years as

in

be rescinded. Since more than

to

is

reimbursing at the rate of $750 per student enrolled. That

we cannot pass

nearby towns and

cities

we do

view Kindergarten as an incredibly important oppor-

up. Further, the board

would

like to

remind the voters that many

which currently provide private Kindergarten such as Dover, are

going to public Kindergarten, assuming that they too pass everything as they go through
official ballot.

Our options

for

Kindergarten therefore would be drying up, and

remain an attracfive community

and now

is

for

development then we need

if

we want

to

to institute Kindergarten

the time.

Maynard Meckel from the School

Facilities

Committee spoke about the current proposal
had to look at the need and

for the construction of the Kindergarten building. First they

how much space would be needed to house public Kindercame through called for an addition connected directly to
the Elementary School itself. The concern was that the cost per square foot seemed to
be quite high. So we discussed this further with an architect and the idea was that may
be our best way and the more economical way to develop space for Kindergarten was
the scope of the need, and
garten.

The

to build a

initial

plans that

separate building-to be connected with the elementary school but not directly

a part of the school-which would consist of 4 classrooms. This seemed

advantages,

of

first

all

it

reduced the

cost, but also

dislocated from the main building, since kids would be coming
at

noon and others coming

disruptive to the

main school as

Also, Pat Bedford
finding

ways

for the afternoon.

in

additional

the morning, going

in

home

the cost per square foot.

very, very helpful to the Facilities

reduce costs even

have

would be somewhat private and be less

well as a substantial reduction

and Dick O'Brien were

that they could

It

to

had the advantage of being somewhat

further.

Committee

in

For the 4 classrooms, the estimated

is going to be about $61.45. When we add equipment and furniture
and so on we come up with about $75.00 per square foot cost of the new facility. After

per square foot cost

speaking with the State Dept. of Education about other
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districts predicted costs,

we

feel

comfortable that through our Facilities Committee and with the help of Pat and Dick

we

have kept the cost down to a reasonable figure. Plans for the building are on display at
the meeting. Janis Wolak stated that our architect firm is Samyn & Delia and Tom Samyn
is

here tonight

if

anyone has any questions.

Questions and concerns about the Kindergarten survey, scheduling of the Kindergarten
day, what the building will be made of, and what if the costs go over what is estimated.

The moderator stated
of

board cannot spend more than approved.

that the school

whether the states reimbursement money

Diamond

Stefanie

stated that

We

submitted our application.

is

it

on a

first

is

automatically there

come

first

when we

served basis and

have been advised by the state

that the

A

question

apply for

it.

we have already
money will be

we are approved by the voters in town. A question of what is our
Kindergarten
the money is not there for us? Ms. Diamond stated that
alternate plan
is not approved then we cannot build and we would hopefully go back to the voters
there for us assuming

if

if

again next year. The monies are anticipated to be less next year than they are this year.
In

other words

if

money does not come through, then we are not committed,
we receive funding from the state. A suggestion that we use other
that we already have. Carol Loring from the Kindergarten Committee

the state

this is

all

pending that

space

in

buildings

stated that there are special considerations required for Kindergarten classrooms which
is

why

other buildings

in

town were rejected as

possibilities for the Kindergarten.

further discussion, Moderator Swier declares Article 5 will appear

No

on the

ballot

as read.
Article

6:

To see

the School District

if

vote to provide Kindergarten Students midday

will

transportation to and from the Kindergarten Program, and to raise and appropriate the
of

$41,760

for this

purpose.

If

approved

this transportation will

continue and

become

sum

a

component of the default budget in the following years. The School Board and the Advisory
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) This appropriation

is in

Rick Walker

addition to Warrant Article

made

3,

the operating budget article.

a motion to accept Article 6 as read. Seconded by Charter Weeks.

Janis Wolak of the School Board spoke to this article saying that
public transportation for our Kindergarten students.

would

ride to school with our other

home

students would ride
will

see some savings

in

We

to

we

our survey

27%

this

have

difficulty getting their children to

however only 2 said

In

we do have

are required to transport

save about $10,000

have

bus service.

If

our special education transportation because

expect

like to

in

of the families

and from school

that they wouldn't

be able

we do have

who would be

attending

our special education

line

of
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if

we

surveyed said that they would
if

there were no midday buses,
all.

Comments were about the times of the Kindergarten sessions and
buses needed. Concerns of the younger children riding with older
students. Comments about the parents that have no other transportation.
number

we

transportation

to get their children there at

Questions and
the

provide

Elementary students and the afternoon Kindergarten

with the Elementary students.

special education students that

our Kindergarten.

we would

The morning Kindergarten students

A

question on the high cost of the buses. Janis Wolal< stated that the $41,760

is for

4 buses because Barrington is so spread out some children are on the bus for 45
minutes, and we are trying to avoid having the younger children do that. Superintendent
in

Wigode

we

stated that

will

be looking

how we can

at

best route our buses

an economical way, but also looking at less costly alternatives,

now

cost

is

based on 4 buses on our

company, but there

is

no contract or money obligations

Right

of

this

how many parents would

actually

send

Wigode stated that will be a transition,
on more and more students will ride that
it

A motion was made to amend

for the

$41,760.

A

question

5 year olds on the bus. Superintendent

their

it

there are any.

if

existing route with our existing

has been

his

experience that as time goes

bus.

Article 6 to read $10,440

by John Caforio. Seconded by

Charlie Soule.

amendment stating that we can't do any kind of pick up and
one school bus because we will have 50 children leaving and 50 children
arriving. We have talked with the bus company about using two school buses. What that
would mean is that we would not be able to have door to door delivery for our Kindergarten students. We would be able to have group Kindergarten stops, and we would
be able to have stops at local daycare programs. We would be able to tell parents of
specific places that the buses would stop, and have them meet the buses. The biggest
Janis Wolak spoke to this
delivery with

between having 2 buses instead

difference
to

door delivery and

we would have

to

So our position is
one bus, but we could provide transportation
there to pick up their child.

Comments
problems
right

is

for

and against

this

that Barrington

now we

is

that

will

all

Wigode

stated that

to,

A committee

the variables,

a majority

really couldn't

do anything with

amendment. Janis Wolak stated

that

one

of the biggest

so spread out geographically. Althea Sheaff stated that

and

after

all

March 10

if

this is

of people, himself included,

because

it

would be easier

it

show of

for the

buses. Super-

these transportation issues, are significant issues that

approved there
will

will

be

registration right

be going over the route

to

work out

can be done.

Seeing no further comment, the Moderator called

By

could not have door

case a parent was not

are trying to have the morning session be from one part of town and the

be attended

away.

we

in

group stops with two buses.

to

afternoon from another so that geographically
intendent

we

would be that

of 4

have backup plans

cards, the

Amendment

failed,

for a vote.

as declared by Moderator Swier.

Seeing No further comment, the Moderator declares Article 6

will

Article

2:: "Shall

on

School

District of the

officers

and certain other questions?" (Submitted by

the provisions for voting by

official ballot

town of Barrington under

RSA

appear on the ballot as read.

all

issues before the

40:13 be limited

to election of

petition. 3/5ths vote

by

ballot

required.)

Lynda Brushette moved

Article 2,

as read. Ann Whitehill seconded the motion.
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Moderator Swier explained that what
to the old style

Town

Meeting,

it

means

this

is

that

if

you vote yes,

we

will

go back

would rescind SB2.

Comment about

adding an explanation following Article 2 on the

stated that there

will

be a public hearing on

ballot.

Ann

Whitehill

on Wednesday, February 18,

this Article

6:30 at the Elementary School. Moderator Swier stated that this Article is prescribed
by law and must appear on the ballot exactly as written. After a discussion, the Moderator
declared Article 2 will appear on the Ballot.
at

Article 3:

"

Shall the school district raise

and appropriate as an operating budget, not

including appropriations by special warrant articles, the

posted with the warrant, or as

amended by

$8,287,309. Should

forth therein, totaling

vote of the

this article

amounts

first

set forth on the budget

session, for the purposes set

be defeated, operating budget

be $8,102,534, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the school
district, or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance
shall

with

RSA

40:13,

X and XVI

to take

up the issue

of a revised operating

School Board and the Advisory Budget Committee recommend
"

(Majority vote required). Warrant Article 3

article

4 and individual warrant

Ann

Whitehill

moved

Ann

Whitehill

spoke

Article 2

we

at the

Middle School, a

Schools.

voted last year.
.3

As

7; articles

only.

The

for special

warrant

8 and 9 do not require funding.

as read, Janis Wolak seconded.
teacher salary

line reflects

the raise

well as proposals for the addition of a half-time health teacher

increase

in

the art position at the Middle School, and an addition

guidance position that would be

We

and

to this Article stating that the

which

of a 2/5ths

does not include funding

articles 5, 6,

budget

this appropriation.

split

between the Middle and the Elementary

are also proposing two technology aides, a quarter time custodian at the

Elementary School, and a quarter time custodian

3%

at the

Middle School. Also our high school

we will be paying $6,541
made the decision to budget for actual students instead of estimating
the number of students we might have. Our Special Education costs represent a modest
3% increase, due to careful management and oversight from the S.A.U. office. The Special

tuition

costs reflect a

per student.

We

increase

in

the Dover rate that next year

also

Education transportation

line

shows a $10,000 decrease.

surance rates have gone up, our costs have gone down a
personal and changes that employees have

made

in

Finally,

even though our

little bit

because

their particular

of

in-

changes

in

coverage.

Eric Wigode explained about the default budget, which is defined as
amount approved in the previous year's budget Article and includes any money appropriated in separate Warrant Articles." A committee was formed consisting of Interim
Superintendent Wigode, Dick O'Brien from the Advisory Budget Committee, Ann Whitehill

Supenntendent
"the

from the School Board and Bookkeeper, Vicki Fletcher. The committee went through the
line by line. Increase and decreases were made based on contracts, obligations
mandated by law, obligations previously incurred, and debt service. The difference between this years proposed budget and the default budget is $185,000. If we had to go to

budget

the default budget,

it

would

significantly

impact the system.
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There was a question about wtiere

to look to find

an exact cost

Seeing no further questions, the Moderator declares Article 3

Article 4:

To see

the provisions of

commend

Charter

known as

the district evaluation/accreditation trust

expend and

district

schools. Furthermore, to

and appropriate the sum

to raise

of

purpose. The School Board and the Advisory Budget Committee re-

this

vote required). This appropriation

this appropriation. (Majority

Warrant

appear on the ballot as read.

vote to establish an expendable trust fund under

district will

the school board as agents to

$4,400 toward

to

school

198:20-c, to be

purpose of evaluating and accrediting the

fund, for the

name

ttie

if

RSA

will

for different line items.

Article 3, the operating

Weeks moved

Article

budget

came up

Plan, that targeted short term

addition

4 as read, Janis Wolak seconded.

Principal of the Middle School Steve LeClair

Planning Committee

is in

article.

spoke

to this Article,

saying that the Strategic

with a plan called the Barrington Educational

and long range

priorities

and goals,

Improvement

this objective

outside

The bottom line is that we looked over several possible evaluators and the best that we have identified is called the New England Association Of
Schools and Colleges. They are the company that accredit Universities, Colleges, High

evaluation

is

one

of them.

Schools, public and private Elementary and Middle Schools as well. They have an outstanding reputation. This

is

a very involved and long process,

Both the Elementary and the Middle School
is

starting the

this year.

The expense per school

year.

don't ask for

the

process

money

all

will

money at
be there when
the

is

it

takes three years to go through.

this. The Middle School
The Elementary School plan is to start their process next
$8,800 currently, most of it is due at the end. So that we

once,
the

we

will

be going through

are asking for $4,400 per year for four years so that

amount

is

due.

There were questions and comments
this

This

for and against this Article. Charter Weeks stated that
came about because people in town asked for some type of outside evaluation.
company was chosen because they have the professional staff to do this. They have a

process

system by which

to

do

this evaluation.

Seeing no further comment, the Moderator declares that Article 4
as read.
Article 7:

To see

if

the school district

will

will

be on the ballot

vote to raise an appropriate a supplemental

appropriation of $45,992 for the High School Tuition Deficit for the current school year. This

amount

will

be funded from excess foundation

Budget Committee recommend
taxes

will

need

to

operating budget

aid.

The School Board and the Advisory

this appropriation. (Majority

be raised. This appropriation

is in

vote required).

No

addition to Warrant Article

additional
3,

the

article.

Charter

Weeks moved

Charter

Weeks spoke

Article 7

as read, Rick Walker seconded the motion.

to this article stating that the state

foundation aid available to us. However,

informed us that

we cannot expend
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it

we had excess

without the consent of

'

the voters, and

has

it

school students,

we

$63,500.

deficit of

be

to

for

actually

We

means
we place

that

are proposing that

that our high school

sum towards

this

Seeing no discussion, the Moderator declares Article 7
Article

we budgeted

a specific purpose. Last year

have 319,

will

for

305 high

account

is in

that deficit.

appear on the ballot as read.

To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject embraced in this
The School Board and the Advisory Budget Committee recommend this warrant.

8:

warrant.

(Majority vote required).

Ann

moved

Whitehill

Article 8

as read, Rick Walker seconded the motion.

Seeing no discussion, the Moderator declares that Article 8

will

appear on the ballot

as read.
Article

9:

"Shall the School District accept the provisions of

any school

an annual meeting

district at

specific rescission of

may adopt an

such authority, the school board

RSA

198:20-b providing that

article authorizing indefinitely, until
to

apply

for,

accept and expend,

money from the state, federal
or other governmental unit or private source which becomes available during the fiscal
year?" The School Board and the Advisory Budget Committee recommend this warrant.
without further action by the school

district,

unanticipated

(Majority vote required).

Ann

moved

Whitehill

Article 9

Interim Superintendent

voted on

sense

reconfirm

Wigode

stated that this

is

a warrant article that the district has

the past, affirmatively, but the language of the article

in

that

as read. Rick Walker seconded the motion.

it

it.

did not

have

.."until

specific rescission of

This deals with the districts

ability to

such

was

deficient

authority..."

so

in

the

we need

to

accept federal, state, and private

sources of funds.

Seeing no discussion, the Moderator declares that Article 9

will

appear on the

ballot as read.

Michael Clark

made

the motion to adjourn,

Ann

Whitehill

seconded the motion.

Moderator Swier called for a vote. The motion passes with a majority show of cards as
declared by the Moderator.

The meeting adjourned

at

9:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Cindy Tayk/r
School

^

District Clerk
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BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
The
To

inhabitants

the

Barrington

qualified

notified

The

session

first

voting

by

official

of

for

of

in

the

District

of

affairs:

district

Town

the
\

ou

of

hereby

are

ANNUAL MEETING.

transaction

the

ballot

School

the

vote

to

New Hampshire

of

State

ARTICLES--1 999-2000

shall

be

of

all

business

Monday,

held

the

other

than

da\

1st

of

February, 1999 at 7:00 P.M. at the Elementary School on Route
The first session shall consist of explanation.
125 in Barrington.
Warrant articles
discussion, and debate of each warrant article.
may be amended, subject to the following limitations:

Warrant

(a)

articles

law

Warrant

(b)

on

the

articles
official

whose
that

are

amended

ballot

for

final

motion,

The second

wording is prescribed
be amended.

b\

not

shall

as

shall

vote

on

be
the

placed

main

amended.

annual meeting, to vote on questions
on said official ballot, and to \ote
on all warrant articles from the first session on official ballot
shall be held Tuesday, March 9. 1999 at the Barrington
Elementary School on Route 125 in Barrington.
The polls shall
be open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

required

by

session

law

to

of

be

the

inserted
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Articles

ARTICLE

1.

To choose

all

necessary School

District Officers

by ballot and majority

vote, including:

One Clerk for one year.
One Moderator for one year.
One Treasurer for one year.
One member of the School Board for

ARTICLE

2:

"Shall the school district raise

three years.

and appropriate as an operating budget,
amounts set forth on the

not including appropriations by special warrant articles, the

budget posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $8,999,793? Should this article be defeated, the
operating budget shall be $8,802,791 with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the school district, or by law, or the governing body may hold one special
meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only." The School Board and the Advisory Budget Committee

recommend

this appropriation. (Majority

vote required).*

Note: Warrant Article 2 (operating budget article) does not include funding
warrant article 3 and individual warrant articles 4, 5 and 6.
•

ARTICLE

for special

Program?"
and expend the sum of $204,497 to staff, equip,
and operate a Kindergarten Program. This amount will be offset by approximately
$90,000 from funds received from the Kindergarten Pupil Assistance. Shall the
District also appropriate the sum of $529,790 to construct a Kindergarten Building to
house the Kindergarten Program? Construction costs will be offset by approximately
$394,714 from Kindergarten Construction Grant and Building Aid. The total amount
voted on is $734,287 which is offset by approximately $484,714 for an amount of
approved the operating expenses for this
$249,573 to be raised by taxation.
program will continue and become a component of the default budget in the following
years.* (By citizen petition)The School Board voted 2 in favor, 2 opposed, 1 abstention
to this article. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation by a vote of 2 in
favor, 1 opposed, and 2 abstentions.
3. "Shall

Shall the District

the school district vote to implement a Kindergarten

raise, appropriate

If

*

Note: This appropriation

is in

addition to Warrant Article 2. the operating budget

article
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ARTICLE

4: 'Shall the School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) to be added to the school district construction
Capital Reserve Fund previously established?" (Majority vote required). * The School
Board recommends this appropriation by a vote of 3 in favor and 2 against. The
Advisory Budget Committee recommends this appropriation unanimously.

*

Note: This appropriation

is in

addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget

article.

ARTICLE

vote to create an expendable trust fund under
meet the expenses of educating educationally
disabled children, to name the School Board as agents to expend from this Trust fund,
and furthermore, to raise and appropriate up to $50,000 to be placed in the Special
Education Expendable Trust Fund, with such amount to be funded from the June 30,
1999 undesignated fund balance (surplus)''" The School Board and the Advisory
Budget Committee recommend the approval of this article unanimously.
5:

"Shall the School District

the provisions of

RSA

198:20-c

to

ARTICLE
in

this

6. To choose agents and committees
Warrant. (Majority vote required).

Given under our hands

at said

Barnngton on

this

in

Board

Diamond, Chairperson

Lou Goscinski

Rick Walke7"

Charter

Weeks

Janis Wolak
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any subject embraced

25th day of January. 1999:

Barrington School

Stefanie

relation to

Ballot Questions

As A Re sult Of

TUp n^liherntlve Session

Articles

ARTICLE

1.

To choose

all

necessary School

District Officers

by ballot and majority

vote, including:

One Clerk for one year.
One Moderator for one year.
One Treasurer for one year.
One member of the School Board for

three years.

2: "Shall the school district raise and appropnate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the
budget posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the

ARTICLE

purposes set forth therein, totaling $9,014,793? Should this article be defeated, the
operating budget shall be $8,817,791, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the school district, or by law, or the
governing body may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and
XVI to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only." The School Board arid the
Advisory Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).*
'
Note: Warrant Article 2 (operating budget article) does not include funding
warrant article 3 and individual warrant articles 4. 5 and 6.

ARTICLE

for special

vote to implement a Kindergarten Program''"
and expend the sum of $204,497 to staff, equip,
and operate a Kindergarten Program'' This amount will be offset by approximately
$90,000 from funds received from the Kindergarten Pupil Assistance. Shall the
District also appropriate the sum of $529,790 to construct a Kindergarten Building to
house the Kindergarten Program? Construction costs will be offset by approximately
$394,714 from Kindergarten Construction Grant and Building Aid. The total amount
voted on is $734,287 which is offset by approximately $484,714 for an amount of
approved the operating expenses for this
$249,573 to be raised by taxation.
program will continue and become a component of the default budget in the following
years.* (By citizen petition)The School Board voted 2 in favor, 2 opposed, 1 abstention
to this article. The Budget Committee recommends this appropriation by a vote of 2 in
favor, 1 opposed, and 2 abstentions.
3. "Shall

Shall the District

the school

district

raise, appropriate

If

*

Note: This appropriation

is in

addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget

article
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ARTICLE 4: "Shall the School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty
thousand dollars ($60,000) to be added to the school distnct construction Capital
Reserve Fund previously established?" (Majority vote required). ' The School Board
recommends this appropriation by a vote of 4 in favor, against, and 1 abstention.
The Advisory Budget Committee recommends this appropriation unanimously.
*

Note: This appropnation

is in

addition to Warrant Article 2, the operating budget

article.

ARTICLE 5: "Shall the School District vote to create an expendable trust fund under
the provisions of RSA 198:20-c to meet the expenses of educating educationally
disabled children, to name the School Board as agents to expend from this Trust fund,
and furthermore, to raise and appropriate up to $50,000 to be placed in the Special
Education Expendable Trust Fund, with such amount to be funded from the June 30,
1999 undesignated fund balance (surplus)?" The School Board and the Advisory
Budget Committee recommend the approval of this article unanimously.

ARTICLE
in

this

6. To choose agents and committees
Warrant. (Majority vote required).

Given under our hands

at said

Barnngton on

this

in

Board

Diamond, Chairperson

Lou Goscinski

Rick Walker

Charter

Weeks

Janis Wolak
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any subject embraced

25th day of January. 1999:

Barrington School

Stefanie

relation to

Budget
1
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Bookkeeper's Budget & Expenditure Summary
1997/1998 School Year
1
'

:

1

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

TO: Barrington
Your report

Date:

of appropriations voted

and property taxes

1998-1999 school year has been approved on the
Total Appropriation

to

September 1998

be raised

for the

follovi^ing basis:

$8,337,701.00

Revenues and Credits Available To Reduce School Taxes
Unreserved Fund Balance

Revenue From

State Source

Foundation Aid

$503,149.00

School Building Aid

$120,711.00

Area Vocational School
Driver Education

Catastrophic Aid

$ 64,537.00

Adult Education
Child Nutrition

$ 65,000.00

Other State Sources
Local

Revenue Other Than Taxes
Tuition

$

6,000.00

Earnings on Investments

$

4,000.00

Pupil Activities

Other Local Sources
Trust Fund Income

Food Services Receipts

$122,000.00

Transferred From Capital Projects Fund
Transferred From Capital Reserve Fund

Sale of Bonds and Notes

SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION
Total

Revenue and Credits

District

$

Assessment

885,397.00

$7,147,426.00

Total Appropriation

$8,337,701 .00
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Welcome
the

1

to the Barrington

School District's deliberative session for

999-2000 school budget.

We are now

in

Morgan joined

our third year as SAU 74. In July, 1998 Mr. Michael
us as our superintendent. Mr. Eric Wigode, who

sen ed the district exceptionally well as interim superintendent,
assumed the position of Assistant Superintendent upon Mr.
Morgan's arriv al. With this dynamic team we have begun, again, to
reap the benefits of becoming our own School Administrative Unit.
We see these benefits most easily in areas of financial and curricular
control and development, as well as in the forging of tow n-school
relations, and the development of a vision for the district.

The district fared well, ending the '97-98 school year with a surplus.
The net result was that $304,879 was returned to the general fund,
offsetting the tax rate

by approximately $!/$! ,000 assessed value.

Other areas of financial success include the award to the district of
$75,000 in Goals 2000 money. Some of this money has financed
the monthly school district letter. It has also enabled us to hire
CRM, Community Resource Management, Inc. to organize and run
teacher workshops aimed at the completion of our curriculum
alignment in Math. Social Studies, Science and Language Arts. By
the end of this school year (June '99) the district will have identified
those areas in which our curriculum are deficient with respect to the
NH Education Frameworks. We will be ready to begin the second
half of this process: implementation of changes in the curriculum
next year.

Some

other areas of income generation include a $50,000
technology grant for wiring, training, and hardware: and
approximately $65,000 in Medicaid reimbursements for special
needs students, directly related to improved billing practices in our
district.

There were, however, areas of unanticipated cost. Between June 30
and Sept. 1, 1998. the elementary student enrollment jumped by 30
students. Twenty-five of these were in entr>\ and led to the hiring of
a 7th entry teacher. With the increase in the numbers of elementar\
students, coupled with long bus rides of over 45 min. on buses at
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!

maximum

capacity, the district added an additional bus. This cost
halved and the remaining amount spread over the next two
years, thanks to an agreement reached between the Board and Dail
will be

Transportation.

Overall the district has

grown 102 students

in the past

two years!

!

On January

27, 1999 the School Board and Selectmen met as a joint
board for the second time this school year. This marks the renewal
of town and school cooperation. These meetings cover topics
ranging from joint financial purchases to decrease costs (such as
fuel), to building jurisdiction, to crossing guards and long range
plans. The School Board realizes that in order for the needs of the
SAU to be met without over burdening the taxpayers, we need to

work together.

The district has also branched out in

its

community involvement,

to

include statewide and international endeavors. This year we hosted
the Sutheriand Schools Pipe Band from Scotland. One of our

Middle School students was selected to have a poster included in an
environmental calendar from a state wide contest. And our middle
school Physical Education teacher was voted the best in NH by his
fellow PE instructors. Barrington is making a name for itself, we
even hosted the Great Stone Face Award for best children's book,
Frindle

.

moving on to the budget, Ed like to highlight the
some of the committees work last year. The Kindergarten

Finally, before
results of

not pass. It appears on the ballot his year, by citizen
with modifications. There is no transportation issue, and the
dollar amounts are adjusted to reflect increases in building costs.
initiative did

petition,

The Negotiating team met with the BEA reps from July 1998
January 1999. Unfortunately no contract was approved.
The Board

to

as a group, began, and continues to update our policies

for the district.

This

is

an ongoing project.

The

Facility committee finalized its report to the Board in June of
1998. Recognizing Barrington's population growth, and comparing
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current facilities with projected student numbers, they
a formal facilities study.

out of space.

When

Our Middle School

recommended

in particular, is

running

the current 4th grade class reaches 6th grade

significant accommodations will have to be made. Discussions
have also included recommendations to consider the need for a H.S.

new Middle School/H.S. combined. The Board has included the
The town has indicated

or a

cost of this study in our proposed budget.
that

it

will share in the total cost.

As the

grows, and to better serve the needs of out students,
to continue to focus on curriculum alignment within
the district. In part, thanks to the one time increase in foundation aid
of $924,000 for the '99-2000 year, we propose several district wide
positions. The first is a Curriculum Coordinator to facilitate the
implementation of program changes. Recognizing that reading is
the basis of any education, the board also recommends the hiring of a
the

district

Board plans

reading specialist.
In order to

accommodate

the

numbers of students with

special needs,

compliance with state guidelines, we are adding
one Special Ed. teacher at the Elementary School. We recommend
adding two aides at the Middle School to meet the individual needs
of other students, as well as the extension of the Middle School
Health teacher to a full time position. The Board also recommends
partial funding of the instrumental band program, which has grown
as well as to be in

significantly since

its

inception.

Schools require books, and the Board is including the cost of new
Science texts and librarx books in the proposed budget. We will
also target grades 2. 5, and 8 for standcirdized testing to give us an
additional measure of achievement in skill acquisition.

As you review

the budget before you. these items are included in the
general operating fund. luo specific areas, howe\ er, have
contributed to a greater portion of the increase you see before you.
first is that health insurance costs have increased 24. 1% or
approximatel) $96,000 district wide. The second increase results
from the fact that Barrington will have approximately 40 more H.S.
students next year, which accounts for approxi match $280,000 of
huduet increases for tuition!

The
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line is that our proposed operating budget for the
1999-2000 school year is $8,999,793. This reflects an 8.6% increase
over last year's operating budget. However, the difference between
the proposed budget, and the default budget is only about $197,000
or 2% over last year's budget.

The bottom

We know that costs cannot be fixed in a district that continues to
We know that this Board will probably come to the taxpayers

grow.

requesting a significant financial outlay in the near future for some
sort of building project. With this in mind, we are recommending
that we begin to plan for our fumre now, and start a Capital Reserve
fund. This appears as a warrant article.

Before closing, I would like to thank all the people who make this
work. The Board appreciates the dedication of our teachers
and support staff, the individual and group achievements of our
students, the hard work and attention to detail provided daily by our
administrators. We especially appreciate the hard work of the budget
committee as we went through this budget cycle, not to mention their
support of this proposed budget. Thank you to all of our volunteers,
our PTA, and our committee members. I wish to thank each of my
fellow board members for the hard work and long hours they put into
this job, because it is a job. Thank you to Lou Gosczinski for his
focus on curriculum and expertise in special education: to Rick
Walker for his participation in the technology committee and
attendance at Do\ er School Board meetings; to Charter Weeks for
his attention to detail, his inexhaustible work on benefits and salary
during our negotiations, and for his continual encouragement to pa\
attention to the philosophy of education in this district; and to Janis
Wolak for her dedication to kindergarten, policy work, and
district

participation in negotiations.

b> the taxpayers, we are e\ er mindful of
balancing costs to the district against the needs of our students. We
believe this is a fair budget, and we encourage \ ou to pass it. Thank

As Board members elected

you.
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Barrington School District

1997-1998

Food Service

A

lot

has changed

meals were

was passed

in

to use.

Over the past

fifty

learned a great deal about the nutrients
physical

and mental

Our meals

health.

very hard to meet the public

What never changes
is

of

no use

meals
to the

in

is

demands

in

contrast,

many products

changes suggested by these

we

for healthier

use, as the manufacturers work

and more convenient food items.

eat and enjoy.

uneaten on the

is left

if it

serving child appealing meals,

will

we

find that

are

food and their relationship to good

reflect the

the challenge for the food service staff to blend food

that the students

body

the earlier days of the program,

In

years nutritional researchers have

as do the food products that

nutritional findings,

nutrition into

1946.

prepared from scratch. Today,

literally

purchased ready

school lunch and breakfast progranns since the

for local

National School Lunch Act

plate.

students are

A
By

nutritionally

and

balanced meal

offering daily choices and\

much more

likely to

eat their

be breakfast or lunch. The Barrington School Food Service served
13,731 breakfasts and 93,406 lunches to students during the 1997-1998 school
year. Additionally, adults purchased 2,973 hot lunches and spent thousands of dollars
meal, whether

on a

In

la carte'

it

items.

order to help teach our children the importance of nutrition for a healthy

life,

health

curriculums are spaced throughout the grade entry through the eighth grade course of

The Food Service supports these curriculums by serving healthy meals and
in the cafeterias, by making nutritional information
available to all of the staff and by interacting with classroom activities, whenever possible.

study.

snacks by creating visual presentations

With additional support from the home,
the learning tools for them to be able to

The food
for their

service staff and

I

we should be able to provide our children
make healthy choices for a lifetime.

with

wish to thank Althea Sheaff, Steve LeClair, and Michael Morgan

assistance and support.

We

would also

Barrington for supporting this program.

RgSDectfullvsubmitted,

Raye R. Liebert
Food Service Director
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like to

thank the students and parents of

Barrington School District

School Nurse Report 1997-98

The

health offices

Most

visits

were

enough
These

serious

hospital.

were very busy

for

to require

Head

total of

12,342

logged.

visits

total of fifteen injuries

were

were on

be given

daily medication to

and

injuries to the

at school.

was a national problem this year. All classrooms were checked for head
week of school and periodically throughout the year with a total of one

lice

first

immunizations

sixth

A

medical or dental treatment at a doctor's office or

hundred nineteen cases recorded

All

year with a
injuries.

injuries included sprains, strains, fractures,

teeth. Fifty students

the

this

minor illnesses or

for students

lice

district-wide.

were complete.

New Hampshire

state law requires

all

graders entering the seventh grade must have a repeat measles vaccine (MMR).

A measles

vaccine

clinic

was arranged

at the

Middle School Annex and

fifty-five

students

were immunized by the school nurse.
There were four reported cases of Chicken Pox, two cases of Mononucleosis, and four
cases of Pneumonia
reported cases

in

among

the school

district.

students and

staff.

Strep throat

Any students

was very prevalent with fifty-seven
or staff members with symptoms of

a communicable disease or symptoms of a condition which can readily pass from person
to person, are

sent

home

immediately for treatment.

Student health screenings included height, weight, vision, hearing, dental,
scoliosis,

and immunization up-dates. Five

were completed on

vision referrals. Scoliosis screenings

students resulting

in

one

referrals resulted

in

interscholastic sports

all fifth,

seventh, and eighth grade

preschool students are screened prior to entering

referral. All

school for immunization records, physical exams, and
participate

nutrition,

from the hearing and

birth certificates.

must have a physical examination

Students

who

within a year of

participation.

Staff health screening

for

I

and wellness

profile

was

offered by

employees with forty-eight participating. A
employees with seventy-six participating.

March

to

all

wish to thank

my

health aides

and

submitted

NHMA
shot

Health Insurance

clinic

staff for their cooperation, help,

a very busy and productive year.

Respectfully

flu

.

-,

A

Edmunds, R.N
School Nurse

Carol
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was arranged

in
in

October

and understanding

for

BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Principals'

Report

The

trend of increasing enrollment for Barrington Schools continued
1998 - 1999 school year. In June of 1998, the Elementary
School ended the year with a population of 565 students. The

for the

enrollment in December of 1998 reached 600 students. The School
Board, closely monitoring enrollment projections, determined in
August that an additional teacher was necessary for the Elementary
School. This brought the number of classroom teachers for the
Elementary School to 28. The Middle School opened last year with
an enrollment of 309 students, a count which has increased to a
current number of 316. Full-time teachers working with these
students number 22.
district in New Hampshire is required to establish a
educational improvement program. Barrington's program for
improvement is guided by district goals that are updated annually.
In July of 1998, the BEIP (Barrington Educational Improvement
Program) team comprised of administrators, teachers, parents,
community members, and school board representation identified
twelve goals for the district. Broadly, these goals look at increasing
student learning, curriculum realignment, professional development,
increasing communication at all levels, continuing the technology
initiative, monitoring progress of our high school students, improving
children's readiness for school, and assessing our school programs

Each school

district

A

major focus of our curriculum work has been realigning our math
curriculum to the state curriculum frameworks. After conducting an
audit and analysis of the school's mathematics curriculum, the
Elementary School chose "Everyday Mathematics" to provide a
challenging and consistent mathematics program for grades entry
through fifth. This was sequenced at the Middle School by the new
"Passports to Mathematics" series. Throughout the past year
appropriate staff have been engaged in professional development
activities to address the advances in learning and teaching of
mathematics. This commitment to improvement in mathematics has
been demonstrated in state testing results. Especially notable was
the increase in the number of the third grade students scoring in the
advanced level of the NHEIAP (New Hampshire Education
Improvement and Assessment Program). Sixteen of our third graders
scored at the highest level in mathematics.
Efforts continue to support the

designed technology program

growth and development of a wellfor the district.
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The

district's

technology plan was submitted and approved by the NH Department
of Education. This was a significant step for the technology
committee. With an approved technology plan, the district was able
to successfully apply for state and federal grants and programs.
Technology is being used in all curriculum areas. For example, the
Elementary School uses a software program. Accelerated Reader to
motivate students to read and to understand what has been read.
Another program, STAR, is used to assess students' reading levels
and monitor annual progress in reading. Networking and internet
access has been completed at the Middle School main building.

The

district's facilities committee completed a preliminary study of
the current facilities and made recommendations for further study.
Using the "International Guide for School Facility Appraisal," school
administrators analyzed the school site, educational adequacy, and

environment
Schools.
facility

It

for

was

education for the Elementary, Annex, and Middle
evident from these reports that the middle school

and grounds need immediate

attention.

Barrington Elementary and Middle Schools strive to make learning a
priority for all students at all ages. The teachers and support staff are
to be commended for their commitment to students and to the
school district. We recognize the efforts of parents and community
members who support the school system by volunteering in
classrooms on a regular basis. The Barrington PTA, Friends of
Music, Odyssey of the Mind, Voices of Music, Barrington Buddies,
UNH Outdoor Leadership Program, and Athletic Boosters support
existing academic and extra-curricular programs, and provide
opportunities for families to enjoy being together. We wish to thank
every member of these organizations and groups for choosing to be
involved.
citizens of Barrington, we thank you for your support and
recognition of the importance of education.

To the

Respectfully submitted,

Althea Sheaff

Stephen LeClair
Middle School Principal

Elementary School Principal
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BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT--SAU #74
SUPERINTENDENTS REPORT

School Administrative Unit # 74 began
With that
initiated

came my

as the

arrival

third

its

third

Supenntendent

in

year of operation on July

as

many

by Mr. John Freeman and successfully continued by Mr, Eric

two gentlemen are

to

be commended

School Distnct through

provided

for the leadership that they

Their efforts

period of transition.

this

in

1998.

the Barnngton

to

curriculum, finance, and

ahead.

special education helped to prepare for the challenges

1.

The solid beginnings
Wigode are noted. These

years

Mr.

Wigode

particularly

is

acknowledged because of the personal and professional assistance that he has provided to
me during my first six months in this position. The SAU staff is also gratefully appreciated for
their

warm and

supportive welcome.

The dedication

many hours working on
expenences,

of the

their expertise,

and

their collective

wisdom

to

Ann

to

Whitehill

who served

A

Many

to

special note of thanks

the Board faithfully for six years.

Chairperson exerted a positive influence on the Board.

done

spend

citizens

work with the administration

provide the best possible education for the children of Barrington.

extended

These

Barnngton School Board must be noted.

behalf of the people of the community and diligently offer their

is

Her calm leadership as

thanks, Ann, for

all

you have

that

for children!

Barrmgtons Elementary School and Middle School are
schools

I

am

amazed

consistently

to find

staffed by extremely dedicated

staffs. As
visit the
commitment among so many of the
each day. Ms. Althea Sheaff. Ms. Audra Beauvais.

and professional administrators, teachers, classroom

assistants,

and support

I

a solid level of

who work directly with the children
Stephen LeClair, and Mr. Jack Davison are providing important leadership to move the Distnct
forward-especially considering the complexities of dealing with so many needs presented each
personnel
Mr.

day by our students.

As the
forefront: 1)

Frameworks;

Long-Term

District

moves forward

four goals

have been

identified

and remain

Curriculum Alignment between the local academic program and the
2) Public Relations

and Communication;

3)

School

in

the

NH

District Policy Revisions; 4)

Facilities Planning.

As a

result of a

Goals 2000 Grant, coordinated by Mrs. Janet Carpenter, the Distnct

received substantial funding ($75,000)
curriculum areas.

One aspect

the 1998-99 school year

in

each

Science, and Social Studies).

to

support

staff

development work

in

a

number

of

teams of teachers to work extensively during
major academic areas (Language Arts. Math.

of that grant allows
of the four

The

results

will

provide classroom instructors with special areas
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of the curriculum that

need

be emphasized

to

at

each grade

level in preparation for the

New Hampshire

Educational Improvement and Assessment Program that

May

in

students

to

of 1999.

In

Grades

and

3, 6,

This

10.

will

be ready

addition to this testing instrument, the District

national standardized test for students

in

Grades

2, 5,

for active

is

and

is

annual

administered each

implementation

in

the Fall

also considering the integration of a

Both of these measures

8.

help

will

educators and parents better meet the needs of individual students.
Also through the Goals 2000 Grant funds have been allocated for a community wide

monthly newsletter that

communication

mailed

is

designed

is

each family's home. Although

to

summarize more information

to

to

all

infancy this

in its

local citizens

method

of

about the

wonderful accomplishments of the Barrington School District as well as providing news and
focusing attention on the future.

Suggestions

for the newsletter

and volunteers

to

work

with

Mrs. Carpenter are welcomed.

School Board Policy Revisions are needed
District,

especially

in line

Long-Term

Town

to the

Even hallway space
present form,

is

to

update the overall operation of the

SAU.

essential, given the

tremendous growth

This has had significant impact on the entire

Elementary School was

their

Planning

Facilities

of Barrington.

have been added

with being an independent

school population since June 1997.
built in

Despite the fact that the

1990, plus a 1994 addition, the building

being used for student instruction!

is

be overcrowded

will

in

within the

Over 100 students

District.

is

already overcrowded.

The Middle School and the Annex, in
The high school population has

less than two years.

20% in four years and almost 400 students will be tuitioned out-of-district in
September 1999, costing Barrington taxpayers almost $3 million-about one-third of the total
operating budget for the District. Serious conversations and considerations regarding future
increased over

buildings

need

Barrington
to

among many

to take place

help students.

is

so fortunate

The Friends

to

constituencies.

have many people so dedicated

to particular

of Music, the Kindergarten Public Relations

programs

Committee, the

Advisory Budget Committee, the Technology Committee, and Barrington Buddies are just
of the

groups that

significantly

the real beneficiaries and

grow and mature
their

in

it

is

enhance opportunities available

in

our schools.

our collective responsibility to continue

an environment that meets

their

needs.

So much

some

children are

help these young people

to
is

The

expected of schools and

personnel today. They have had to adapt to changing times and social conditions and

District is fortunate to

Finally, the

have so many good people so supportive of the children
taxpayers of

support that they continue
grapple with the

to

this

community are

provide each year.

difficult realities of

this

community.

gratefully appreciated for the solid financial

While the Governor and State Legislature

funding public education throughout

people of Barrington have consistently realized

in this

its

importance.

the expanding costs of providing such services, a heavy burden
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New

With very

little

Hampshire, the
business

falls to local families.

It

to

share

is

a reality

that

is

to

and the Town

measure the

extended
in

The excellent cooperation between
commitment as both groups work hard
The best wishes of the District are

seriously considered during budget preparation time.

the District

of Barrington

overall impact of

speaks

solidly of that

programs and services.

Jack Dolan as he departs his position as Town Administrator

to Mr.

for

a similar position

southeastern Massachusetts.

SAU #74

has many challenges and opportunities ahead of

it.

A

solid vision for

educational improvement and advancement coupled with a willingness to change and adapt
to future

needs

will

set the stage for education

accomplished since
that together

allowing

me

we
to

will

this

SAU was

in

the next century.

established, but a

lot

of

work

continue to do our best for Barnngton and

is
its

So much has been
ahead

of us.

students.

I

am

confident

Thank you

undertake these experiences with you.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael

A.

Morgan

^

Superintendent of Schools
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for

Barrington Middle School

Class of 1998

Jeannie Almira Feuer Allain*

Ann

Jennifer

Ball

Jessica Lynn Ball-Garrette

Anne Jackson

Jennifer

D. Nicholas Juckett

Darcy Dyan Kay

Francisco Ballou

Laura Kelly

Stacey Beal

Amy

Nickie

Danielle Faye Kozicki

L.

Biagioni

Kost

Diane Marie Blaisdell

Melissa Lynn LaRoche

Samuel Boduch

Chhstopher Bryce Lawler

Nicole

Renee Bouchard

Jennifer Bramlett

John
Eric

R. Brock

Brown

Lotti

MacDonald
Amahl Marie Majack*
Jason

A.

Rachel Marinas

Jamie Elizabeth Brown
Ashley

Jennifer

Gage

Brulotte

Peter David McNeil

Mandi

L. Miller

Joey Lee Burlock

Kayleen Anna Mitchell

Christopher M. Buzzell

Cody Adams Mohn

Shawn C. Canney
Amber Mane Carr

Jessica

Travis D. Chamberlain
Kelly Marie Cicchetto

Chen R. Page
James Parsons

AnneCloutier

Joey Pearson

Kimberly Codair

David Taylor Peck

Sammy

Jo Conigliaro

Randy Leo Corbin

Mane

Mott

Albert E. Ovitt

Echo Pecor
Jenna Mane Pellegnni

Travis Eric Corbin

Ryan

Pelletier

John Stanley Daskey

Shelli

Plourde

Thomas John Daskey
Ryam M. Demers
Matthew James Dolan

Justin David

Poor

Nathan Brian Reed

Leah M. Richards

Ashley Jacqueline Doucette

Danny

Ryan Pathct Dowd

Stephani

Chhstopher Charles Edgecomb

Rachel Ann Ruel

Timothy A.

Andrew Todd

Elliott

James Edward Fereira
Claudia Mane Fisher

Darren

J.

J.

Rothbart
J.

Roundy
St. Jean*

Scherer

Jessie Lynn Shevenell

Zachary Paul Fleckner

Krista

Lee Shevenell

Stefnie Davis Gallant

Adam

Blais Sirois*

Stephen Pathck Girard

Alexandria N. Sirois

David N. Glidden

Alicia Kristen Sites

Jessie Nicole Grande

Mandi-Lee Slack

Christopher Edward Grant

Derek D. Spinazola

William G.W.Hart

Michaela Paige Sullivan*

Daniel R. Hasty

Ryan Glenn Hayes

Dan Taylor
Nathan E. Tooch

Amanda

John Austin Ward

Dustin Heath

Dana Henderson

Brandie Lynn

Stephanie Hoyt

Adam

Thomas Craige
Jamie G.

Irvine, Jr.

Weeden

Daniel Wheeler

Ryan James Wingate

Irving

'Indicates

BMS

Honor Society member.
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